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PREFACE
This report was written by Dr. Frank V. Westerlund, Mr. James R. Eby and
the UW Collaborator. Verification and photointerpretation assistance was
provided by Ms. Malgorzata Mycke-Dominko, Polish Remote Sensing Center and
the University of Warsaw, Geography Department. Also, the Washington
State Department of Game via Mr. Larry Brewer assisted us in verification
of some of the vegetation classes. Mr. Kerry Brooks and Mr. Albert
England provided student assistance. Ms. Razi Rezazadeh typed the
report.
The authors take full responsibility for the report. We wish to thank
all contributors whether named or not. We anticipate that some twenty-
five state and local planning and resources management agencies will
find the report and the products useful, now and in years to come.
R. Duane Shinn
UW Collaborator
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1.0	 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The material in this report was assembled to show the detail of
a long and deliberate process for the establishment of Landsat
applications in a multi-purpose classification of land cover.
The history of the Puget Sound land cover project has not been
written completely anywhere else. The compilation of several
research projects and reports has been done herein. There are
basic methodologies explained in enough detail to serve as
teaching materials for those who want to do land cover classification
with the Video Information Communicatinns and Retrival/Image
Based information System (VICAR/IBIS hereinafter called VICAR).
Included is a verification procedure for use with digital format
land cover maps by cluster sampling.
The audience for this report is an extension of the participants
in the process. Planners in state and local planning and resources
agencies are the individuals who will profit most from the materials
assembled. The history prior to 1979 is important in the
documentation of the questions and answers facing the analysts of
Landsat data in future applications. A multi-purpose, spectral
classification of land cover is a basic information layer in a
geo-information system. Resources managers and land use planners
see the need for this area extensive information layering. As
important as the land cover map is the requirement for a
verified product. Since new technology is suspect, verification
: g as to be taken into account. In the rase of Landsat, the data is
considered volatile; and in the case of planners there is a hesitancy
2to rely on the product of statistical routines in computers.
Several s 4 gnificant findings can be enumerated:
1. Land cover classification for multiple purposes can be
done with the spectral data obtained from different
Landsats. by different analysts, with different software
systems, on different computers and years apart from
each other with satisfactory replication of the results.
2. VICAR has been tested as a State of Washington data
processing system from a remote location from the
computer center. In this case, the Remote Sensing
Applications L^.boratory at the University of Washington
was able to use the VICAR vended by the Washington
Sta te
 
University Computing Service Center.
?. A full scene was classified for land cover using VICAR
for the first time. The FASTCLAS for a full scene
job took about 23 minutes of computing time on the
Amdahl 470 V-8.
4. Classification of the preceding Landsat scene by
spectral signature extension was done for the first
time on VICAR.
5. The size of the user involvement in a single project
was unequalled in the Pacific Northwest and maybe
elsewhere.
6. A high level of accuracy (over 90 at 95 confidence) was
established for Level I land cover in the final product.
37. Utility of the information has been attractive to
other researchers after the classification was finished
and beyond the list of local participa ►► ts found in
Appendix B.
8. A public library with a collection or files containing
information layers of land cover, census tracts,
elevation strata, game management units, river basins
and other related data has been established.
42.0 HISTORY OF THE PUGET SOUND LAND COVER PROJECT 1975-81
2.1 Background/Overview
The Puget Sound Land Cover Project originated as one of 23
disciplinary and site-specific applications of remote sensing
technology under the Pacific Northwest Land Resources Inventory
Demonstration Project (LRIDP), sponsored jointly by the
Pacific Northwest Regional Commission (PNRC), NASA, and the
U.S. Geological Survey. The effort was continued along
with several other activities under the follow-on Landsat
Applic tion Program (LAP) with -he same sponsors. Further
continuation under the present University Consortium Inter-
change and in several spin-off activities has attained some-
thing of an independent status for the Puget Sound Land Cover
Project. It is important to review here the LR1DP aria LAP
programs which established the current project's approach
and direction as a vehicle for technology transfer.
The origins of the LRIDP are traced to the Remote Sensing
Symposium held at the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry
in Portland in November 1973. Formation of an Ad Hoc Task
Force on Remote Sensing in the Pacific Northwest cumposed
of state agency and university representatives was the
start. During the following year, this group surveyed
ongoing remote sensing activities and data needs in the Pacific
Northwest (PNW). A report was submitted to the PNRC requesting
5support for a program that would assist orderly development of
remote sensing applications and facilities to serve needs of
the PNW region and take advantage of emerging Federal systems
for earth observation and ground data processing.
In late 1974, in response to this initiative, the PNRC identified
a need in the three PNW states for more accurate and current
land use and natural resource information upon which to base
land planning and resource management decisions. A Land
Resource Inventory Task Force (later renamed the Technology
Transfer Task Fo rce) with representatives from Idaho, Oregon,
and Washinqton was established to pursue a remote sensing
demonstration project addressing the goals of the Commission
and the specific information needs of state and local agencies.
Based on prior discussions and offers of assistance by Federal
agencies, the Task Force requested the technical support of
NASA, through the Ames Research Center at Moffett Field
California. Support was also requested from the USGS Earth
i	 Resources Observation Systems (EROS) Program based at Reston,
Virginia and at the EROS Data Center at Sioux Falls, South
Dakota. Further assistance was requested from the USGS
Geography Program at Reston, which included a small research
group based at San Jose State University. This group, already
engaged in applications of Landsat digital processing, was
rel y • -.3d in an office at NASA-Ames under an agreement between
NASA and USGS.
VG
In January 1975 the PNRC approved and funded the Task Force's
plan for a three and one-half year Land Resources Inventory
Demonstration Project. The five phases of the project are
outlined below.
	
2.1 .1	 land Resources Inventory Demonstration Project, 1975-78
	
2.1.1.1	 Phase I - Preparation of a Regional Map Series
.I
imarily for display and 	 . ission purposes, this phase
isisted of producing a Level I land use/cover map of each
ate by photointerpretation of Landsat imagery. These maps
^e accompanied by maps at the same scale showing soils,
linage basins, land ownership classes and energy features.
ise II - Training of User Agency Personnel, Preparation of
imples of Data Analysis and Products
is phase included discipline-specific workshops held at NASA-
?s and the EROS Data Center for state and local agency personnel.
the Urban Discipline Workshop held at Ames in July 1975,
?liminary digital land cover classifications sf the Puget
ind and Boise areas were displayed. These examples were
,pared by the USGS Geography Program staff usir,q the EDITOR
= tware system, but without specific ground truth training
:a or other user input.
ise III - Demonstration of Applications Using Digitally
)cessed Landsat Data
7This primary derrwnstration and technology transfer phase
involved digital analysis of Landsat data in the context of
user-defined problems and information needed for decision-
making. Twenty-three applications or sub-projects were
undertaken, distributed among the three states, 45 state and
local agencies, and the identified disciplines of agriculture/
water resources, forestry, rangeland management, urban planning,
noxious week control, and surface mining. Each project was
based on an identified test site or sites, a user- agency group,
a technical support group and coordinators. Also, a Task
Force-a p proved project plan stating objectives, technical
approach, tasks and procedures, schedule and output products
was required. Agency personnel participated in project design,
ground truth data collection, some "hand-on" data analysis
and evaluation of products. Documentation of user participation
was coordinated by the State Task Force Representatives.
Technical support for digital data analysis (hardware/software
facilities, analysts, support services) was provided by NASA
and USGS under the overall direction of NASA-Ames Discipline
Coord inators.
the Puget Sound Land Cover Project originated arid
	 carried
to its first stage of completion as an LRIDP Phase III
demonstration project (known as the Puget Sound Urban Discipline
Dt^rwnstration Project). This was a cooperative effort of ten
local and regional government agencies, the Washington Planning
and l'onnrunity Affairs Agency and the Univer sity of Washington,
8with support by PNRC, NASA, and USGS 	 Two, full-scene digital
land cover classifications were produced from 1974 and 1975
Landsat data. Map and tabular products were evaluated by the
participating agencies relative to a number of potential
applications.
2.1.1.4 Phase IV - Operational System Investigation
This phase built on experience gained in the Phase III
demonstrations to make an assessment of user needs and
interest in developing operational remote sensing data analysis
capabilities in the PNW region and to study feasible options
for such developments. Elements included a user needs study,
an analysis of Landsat data processing systems, assessment of
candidate systems, and a survey of existing computer facilities
in the PNW.
2.1.1.5 Phase V - Evaluation and Recommendations
Tha Task Force drew on evaluations of the individual demonstra-
tions, results of the Phase IV studies, and an independent
economic evaluation, to make the recommendation that the PNRC
undertake a second, three-year project. The central objective
was implementation and testing of a digital Landsat analysis
capability in each of the three PNW states. It had been
determined that significant applications development and
utilization of Landsat technology had occurred. But user
demand was not yet sufficient to sustain the full development
9and operating costs of an analysis capability.
The recommended follow-on project was a progressive step in
which basic capability would be provided to each state.
This objective was pursued through the transfer of software
programs and their installation on existing state computers,
along with user training on these systems and continued
demonstrations to apply this capability to agency problems
in a near-operational mode.
2.1.1.6
	 LRIDP Approach to Technology Transfer
The'LRIDP was widely recognized for its innovative approach
to technology transfer and had major influence on the design
of demonstration programs nationally, including NASA's Regional
Remote Sensing Applications Program, of which the NASA-Ames
Western Regional Applications Program (WRAP) is a component.
Basic philosophy and operating principles of the LRIDP included
the following:
A. Program is user driven.
B. Active Cooperation among Federal, state and local
government agencies and universities in a multi-state
region.
C. Participant roles:
User agencies define real problems, commit personnel
and resources.
PNRC provides project management and support.
Federal agencies provide technical support.
Mr-
10
D. Opportunities provided for planning and resource
management agencies to extract, utilize and evaluate
information derived from an advanced technology
(satellite and aircraft remote sensing and related
data management systems).
E. Evaluation of applications within the realistic agency
setting of:
Governmental procedures
Agency charters and responsibilities
Information needs for resource management
Personnel training
Technical requirements
F. Evaluation of alternative technical and institutional
mechanisms for continued and effective use of remote
sensing technology by user agencies.
Funding arrangements and requirements for shared commitment
of resources served the project's purposes by creating
incentives for all participants. NASA and USGS with their
contractors provided all the technical support for data
analysis and personnel training, which were conducted almost
entirely at their facilities (except for some work conducted
at ESL, a NASA contractor, and at Oregon State University-
ERSAL). This technical support was provided through internal
funding mechanisms of NASA and USGS.
PNRC funded project management by the Technology Tiansfer
Task Force and also paid for the travel of state and local
agency personnel. Travel to NASA Ames Research Center and
the EROS Data Center for analytical work, field data collection,
and travel to state and discipline review meetings was
included. PNRC funding was a necessary catalyst for the
project, since state and local agencies are very limited in
travel funds and often prohibited from traveling out-of-state.
The PNRC travel funding produced the high level of interaction
among agencies, states and disciplines that made the project
vital.
Agency participation was an in-kind commitment of personnel
time, resources and existing data, and was used to define
information needs, plan projects, receive training, participate
in analysis, utilize products, and evaluate results. As a
general rule there was no direct transfer of funds between
these groups of participants (NASA/USGS, PNRC and user agencies).
PNRC and NASA funding did support involvement of universities 	
'.0
in several areas. These included technical support, special
studies in several project Phases, and project evaluation
through a University Advisory Committee.
2.1.2	 Landsat Application Program, 1978-80
x
Objectives of the follow-on PNW Landsat Application Program
(LAP) were to:
12
A. Establish and demonstrate an operational capability
in the region to extract and utilize information
derived from satellite and other remotely sensed data;
B. Demonstrate the operational utility of Landsat
through new and continuing participation of state
and local agencies; and
C. Strengthen planning and natural resource management
process through incorporation of satellite data in
existing information systems.
To accomplish each of these objectives, the following
activities were undertaken:
A. Hardware/';nftware Acquisition, Transfer, Installation
and Development
1. Installation of the NASA/JPL VICAR/IBIS software
system on existing state computers .n Washington
and Idaho. In Washington, the VICAR/IRIS software
routines were installed in late 1978 on the Amdahl
V-6 computer system at the Washington State University
Computing Service Center (WSUCSC). The software was
later converted to the Center's upgraded Amdahl
470 V-8 system.
2. Establishment of an interactive digital image display
capability in Washingtor and Idaho.
	
In Washington, an
Interactive Image Processing Facility (IIPL) was installed
in Olympia in 198 . This consisted of a DEC 1134A minicomputer,
MR
n1:s
a Stanford Technology Corporation Model 70E Image Display
System with color monitor and trackball, peripherals
including terminal, printer, tape and disc drives.
operating system software and STC image processing software.
In May 1981, this system was moved to a new Digital
Image Analysis Laboratory (DIAL) at WSUCSC which centralizes
both interactive and VICAR/IBIS batch operations. Although
the two are not directly linked and major image processing
tasks are carried out in VICAR/IBIS on the Amdahl, the
interactive facility is usea for data review at many points
in an analysis process and for some stand-alone analysis.
3. Support for further development of the PIXSYS software
sy!^tem already operational at the Oregon State University,
Environmental Remote Sens inq Applications Laboratory (ER SAL).
B. Technic al Servic es.
NASA- Additional software programming support required for
for conversions between systems. Consultation on applications
i
	
activities.
IiSGS- Intergovernmental transfer of a person from EROS
Data Center to PNRC to assist technical management of
applications activities and provide coordination with other
Federal agencies.
C. Educati on/Training
Workshops at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA-Ames, and
14
universities on the use of VICAR/IBIS and other software
systems and analysis techniques.
1
D. Operational Applications Activities
Eleven new or continuing LRIDP follow-on application
activities were conducted under LAP. The selection of
these was limited to applications judged to have solid
project design, certainty of achievable results, and
potential for operational continuation. Three of these
LAP applications related to or were an integral part of
the Puget Sound Land Cover Project. These included:
1. City of Tacoma. Completion of a program to install a
data management system that incorporates Landsat-
derived land cover data along with other physical
statistical data.
2. Washington Department of Game. Ruffed grouse habitat
inventory of Western Washington employing vegetative
cover data from the 1974 Landsat classification produced
for the LRIDP Puget Sound Urban Demonstration combined
with elevation data.
3. UW-RSAL VICAR/IBIS Demonstration to assemble existing
Puget Sound Landsat data, land cover classifications,
digitized maps and related files using the VICAR/IBIS
software system based at WSUCSC, for use by state and
local planning agencies.
15
Program support changed somewhat under LAP as compared to
LRIDP. Consistent with the general program philosophy and
t	 progression toward independent, operational use of remote
sensing technology in the region, PNRC continued to provide
•	 management and coordination through the Technology Transfer
Task Force and a contractor. However, the major responsibility
for technical implementation of applications activities shifted
from NASA/USGS to the user agenc i es themselves and the organi-
zations hosting the operational system installations in each
state. NASA technical support concentrated on implementation
of the systems, including the software transfers and specifica-
tion of the interactive hardware/software systems, with
consultation on applications activities.
Because some user agencies involved in LAP applications had to
make larger commitments of resources than under LRIDP,
including purchase of computing services at operational
installations, PNRC made direct grants to several agencies.
The universities and agencies where the installations were
located were also funded to conduct training workshops and
support the applications activities. All these grants were
provided on a 50/50 cost-sharing basis, so agencies were
still required to commit substantial resources of their own.
Travel was no longer funded by PNRC, and was subsumed under
the agencies' contribution.
16
The three LAP activities that represented the Puget Sound
Land Cover Project at this stage (City of Tacoma, Washington
Department of Game, and UW-RSAL VICAR/IBIS Demonstration)
were each the recipient of a PNRC grant. The University of
Washington was selected for management of the third activity
because of its prior involvement in the LRIDP Puget Sound
Urban Discipline Project, techrical capabilities and access
to the WSUCSC VICAR/IBIS system, and because the iiriversity
was in a position to coordinate activities among the large
	 i
user community in the Puget Sound area. During LAP this
community expanded to 16 agencies. The UW-RSAL contribution
was in lieu of grants to individual agencies, however, agency
participants were required, a l ong with the University, to
commit resources (travel, personnel time, etc.) matching the
PNRC funding.
2.1.3	 Post-LAP Continuation, 1980-81
The PNRC-funded LAP application activities related to Puget
	 f
Sound were concluded at the end of 1979. On March 1, 1980,
the University of Washington Remote Sensing Applications Laboratory
i
received funding from NASA-Ames for a continuation of the
project under a University Consortium Interchange Agreement
titled "1980 Land Cover Classification for the Puget Sound
Region." Under this, and a subsequent Interchange Agreement
extending from December 1, 1980 to September 30, 1981, a new
land cover classification of 1979 Landsat data was undertaken,
17
with the cooper;,tive participation of the state and local
agency community. The main purpose of the present report is
to document work accomplished under these agreements, which
is covered in detail in the subsequent chapters.
2.1.4	 Background of University of Washington Involvement
The Un i versity of Washington Remote Sensing Applications
Laboratory (UW-RSAL), as a collaborator with NASA-Ames in
these Interchange Agreements, has assumed a major responsibility
for coordinating and assisting continued application of
Landsat data among state and local agencies in the Puget
Sound region. Therefore, it is appropriate to note the origins
of this involvement, which predate the Land Resources Inventory
Demonstration Project.
In 1971, the USGS EROS Program contracted with the University
of Washington Department of Urban Planning for a three-year
program titleo "Urban and Regional Planning utilization of
ERTS-Type Data in the Pacific Northwest," Dr. Arthur L. Grey,
principal investigator. The UW Department of Geography was
also a participant, and parallel EROS contracts with the UW
Department of Civil Engineering and the Washington Department
of Natural Resources investigated engineering and state land
management applications. With this support, RSAL was established
in late 1971 as a research unit of the Department )f Urban
Planning.
18
The EROS-funded program involved the identi F icaticn and
development of land use planning ap plications of remote sensing
data, based on a review of past research. laboratory investi;?-
ticn, and a series of meetings and cooperative pilot projects
with agencies. Investigations concentrated on photoint.erpreti-t
use of imagery from high-altitude aircraft, ERTS simulator
flights, and, a f ter it launch in 1972, the ERTS (Landsat-1)
satellite. Pilot projects were undertake, with San Juan
County (San Juan Island land cover inventory), King County/Port
of Seattle (Seattle-Tacoma International Airport community
land use change study), Skagit County (nuclear power plant
secondary development siting), Snohomish County (shoreline
inventory under Shorelines Management Act). Puget Sound Council
of Governments (river- basins land cover mapping), and th-
Washington Oceanographic Institute (petroleum marine terminals
siting study). In 1974-75, the Puget Sound Council of Governments
co,'racted with RSAL for a remote sensing training/pilot
project involving the training of PSCOG personnel an^ a
test of photointerpretive land use inventor y in Kitsap County,
as a prelude to later diqital analysis. Through these activities,
by 1975, RSAL had estahlished working relationships with a number
of local agencies in the Puget Sound area and had conferred
with such state agencies as the state Planning and Community
Affairs Agency, the Department of Ecology, the DepartmeriL of
Natural Resources and the Oceanographic Institute. Participation
19
in two Washington State Remote Sensing Conferences in 1973
and 1974 had furthered these contacts, as had a short course
in planning applications of remote sensing offered for agency
personnel by RSAL in May 1975.
RSAL participated in the OMSI Conference, was represented on
the Ad-Hoc Remote Sensing Committee, and was involved in LRIDP
planning sessions with PNRC Task Force and NASA officials. In
early 1975, Dr. Duane Shinn, RSAL Co-Director, was appointed
first chairman of the LRIDP University Advisory Committee.
RSAL personnel attended the Urban Discipline Workshop at NASA-
Ames in July 1975. By participating in the planning of the
Puget Sound Urban Discipline project an RSAL. staff member,
Dr. Frank Westerlund, became involved in the first classification
effort employing 1974 Landsat data. RSAL provided photointer-
pretive facilities for use by agency participants throughout the
project. The laboratory was also involved in project review
and evaluation, and hosted the Urban Discipline Review Meeting
in October 1976.
During 1976-77 RSAL was a collaborator with NASA-Ames in the
Phase IV User Needs Study, which interviewed and surveyed the
information needs and anticipated uses of Landsat data by all
agencies participating in the LRIDP, including those involved
in the Puqet Sound Project. In the summer of 1977, the laboratory
conducted a demonstration of remote access use of the EDITOR
Landsat data processing software system. By means of a WATS
20
line telephone link to NASA-Ames, connection was made with the
ARPANET computer network. With initiation of the LAP program
in mid-1978, RSAL personnel including Dr. Westerlund (on
Intergovernmental Assignment to NASA) were involved in technical
meetings in Olympia and NASA-Ames leading to the decisions to
establish VICAR/IBIS at WSUCSC as the operational Landsat data
processing ;yste.n in Washington State. Dr. Shinn and Mr. James
Eby of RSAL attended a VIk.AR/IBIS training course at JPL in
May 1979. Further training in the WSUCSC WYLBUR file management
system was provided by workshops at Pullman and Puyallup.
Access to VICAR/IBIS at WSUCSC was established by means of a
CRF terminal in RSAL, connected to a remote job entry (RJE)
station located at the UW Urban Data Center. This set-up was
exercised in the Fall of 1979 in the PNRC-funded LAP VICAR/IBIS
Demonstration.
With this background of cooperative involvement and technical
preparation, RSAL was prepared in 1980 to undertake a continua-
tion of the Puget Sound Land Cover Project and provide the
major technical support for a new Landsat land cover classifi-
cation of the Puget Sound region.
The role of a university in technology transfer includes many
elements and is not as clearly defined as that of Federal agencies
or of user agencies. A university may function at different
times as a user, an applications researcher and developer,
a program evaluator, a provider of facilities and technical
21
assistance, and a technology transfer agent. Flexibility in
carrying out these various roles is a strength of a university
1
in technology transfer, as is its permanence within a region as
a center of knowledge and expertise. In this respect, it is
hoped that the university participants in the LRIDP/LAP and
subsequent programs will have an important further role in
sustaining remote sensing applications in the Pacific Northwest.
	
2.2	 The LRIDP Puget Sound Urban Demonstration Project, 1975-78
	
2.2.1	 Project History
In July 1975, representatives of ten local planning agencies
	 {
in the Puget Sound region, the Washington Planing and Community
Affairs Agency, and LIW-RSAL, met with NASA and USGS staff at
NASA Ames Research Center for an Urban Discipline Workshop 	 i
and project planning meeting. A Puget Sound Urban Discipline
Group was constitu--ed, with participating agencies shown in
Table 2.2-1. Coordinator for the group was the Washington
representative on the LRIDP Task Force, Mr. Michael McCormick,
also representing WPCAA. In two planning sessions, this group 	 f
defined a common set of needs for land information and outlined
an analytical approach for a demonstration project.
Initial expression of information needs was varied and included:
(1) generalized land use and land cover data; (2) delimitation
of urban areas and urban-rural boundaries; (3) change detection,
especially in urban fringe areas, (4) identification of non-urban
rr
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Table 2.2-1
Participating Agencies
Puget Sound Urban Demonstration Project
Local Government Agencies
City of Tacoma Planning Department
Pierce County Planning Department
King County Department of Community Development, Division of
Planning
Snohomish County Planning Department
Kitsap County Planning Department
Jefferson - Port Townsend Regional Council
Mason Regional Planning Council
Thurston Regional Planning Council
Puget Sound Council of Governments (PSCOG)
Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle (METRO)
State Agencies/Universities
Washington Planning and Community Affairs Agency
University of Washington, Department of Urban Planning, Remote
Sensing Applications Laboratory
Supporting Ajencies
Pacific Northwest Regional Commision, Technology Transfer Task Force
NASA Ames Research Center, Technology Applications Branch
U.S. Geological Survey. Earth Resources Observation Systems
Program and Geography Program
23
land within urbanized areas; (5) location and measurement of
disturbed land; and (6) shoreline studies. These types of
information were needed to develop land use data bases at a
level of generality suitable for area-wide planning, for rapid
update of land use and cover data, for input to regional
transportation and activity allocation models, for use in
water quality planning under Section 208 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act Ammendments, for monitoring special
situations such as the growth impact of the Trident Submarine
Support Facility in Kitsap County, and for general use in
community area planning and communication with the public and
decision-makers.
Considering the resources available for the project, along with
other factors, it was determined that effort should be concentrated
on one basic product that could serve several, though not
necessarily all of these needs, and provide information of
value to all the participants. This was determined to be a
general land use/cover classification of a 20,000 sq. km . area
of the Puget Sound region including all or parts of eight
counties. This area was contained within one Landsat scene,
occupying about two thirds of the scene area. A cloud-free
scene obtained by Landsat-1 on June 13, 1974 (1690-18245) was
selected.
Consensus was first reached on a desired classification typology,
representing a union of user information needs with respect
to category content and detail. It was recognized that this
24
classification might not be wholly obtainable. However, it
was useful as a guide and statement of objectives. The two-
level classification typology is shown in Table 2.2-2.
A project plan was drafted, outlining: (1) objectives of the
demonstration; (2) interests, expectations, and commitments of
each participating agency or organization; (3) classification
output products to be prepared for all participants; (4)
unique deliverable products for each agency; and (5) project
schedule. This plan was revised several times over the next
year before it was finalized as an LRIDP Demonstration Plan
document.	 The plan is included as Appendix A.
The Puget Sound Urban Discipline Group selected two represen-
tatives, Mr. Tom Weber of the Kitsap County Plannin g
 Department
and Dr. Frank Westerlund of UW-RSAL, to receive training and
work with USGS and NASA personnel on initial development of
the classification. Each user agency was assigned the task
of identifying and mapping representative samples of the
land cover types in its jurisdiction that could be used as
training sites in the Landsat data analysis.
Work began at NASA Ames Research Center in August 1975 at the
facility staffed and equipped by the USGS Geography Program.
Pacific Northwest Regional Commission, Land Resourc,s
Inventory Demonstration Project, Central Puget Sound
Urban Land Inventory Demon stration Pan, October 1976.
Sj
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	Table 2.2-2
	
	 ^
I
Land Cover Classification Typology Developed by the LRIDP
Puget Sound Urban Group, Representing a Composite of Infor-
mation Needs and a Product Goal for Landsat Data Analysis
RESIDENTIAL	 Sanitary Land Fill
I
Single Family	 New Construction
Dense (greater than 9 du/acre)	 Other
Medium Density (5 to 9 du/acre)
Suburban Density (1 to 5 du/acre) 	 AGRICULTURE
Residential Estate (1 to 3 acres/du)	 Crop Land
General
Multiple Family	 Berry Crops
Medium Density (less than 25 du/acre)	 Green Houses
High Density (25 or greater du/acre)	 Fallow
r
Mobile Home Parks	 Pasture Land
COMMERCIAL
	
FOREST
General Commercial	 Conifer
Community Business	 Mature
Immature
INDUSTRIAL
He avy
Light
Log Booms
Large Buildings/Structures
OPEN SPACE
Improved
Unimproved
Decidious
Mixed Conifer-Decidious
Clearcut (recently logged)
Other (snow-rock-ice)
WATER
Clear
Water with Sedimentation
Wetlands and Tidelands
DISTURBED LAND
Extractive Activities
Sand and Gravel Pits
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Messrs. Leonard Gaydos and Willard L. Newland were the
principal USGS analysts who provided training and guidance
to the visiting user representatives, and completed the
Landsat data analysis for the 1974 classification and a
subsequent classification using 1975 data. Overall coordination.
of the technical support was provided by NASA-Ames. An
LRIDP Urban Discipline Coordinator, Mr. Don Wilson, was assigned
this responsibility in early 1976.
A complete technical description of the Landsat data analysis
is contained in a. paper by Gaydos and Newland titled, "Inventory
of Land Use and Land Cover in the Puget Sound Region Using
Landsat Digital Data."
An image data analysis system implemented on several computers
was employed. Central to this system was the software package
EDITOR (ERTS Data Interpreter and TENEX Operations Recorder)
developed over several years at the University of Illinois
Center for Advanced Computation (CAC) with funding from NASA,
USGS, USDA and U.S. Department of Defense. Four computers on
the Advanced Research Project Agency National Computer
Network (ARPANET) of the Department of Defense were used
(Fig. 2.2-1), as follows:
1. An IBM 360/91 at the University of California at Los
Angeles, used for geometric correction and reformatting.
Leonard Gaydos and Willard L. Newland, Journal of Research,
U.S. Geological Survey, Vol .6, No.6, Nov.-Dec. 1978, p. 507-814.
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2. A TENEX (modified DEC PDP-10) located at Bolt, Beranek
and Newman, Inc. (BBN) in Boston, Mass. This computer
p rovided an interactive data analysis capability through
EDITOR.
3. The ILLIAC IV at NASA-Ames, a powerful, special-purpose
parallel processing computer used for large cluster
analysis and bulk data classification.
4. An IBM 360/67 at NASA-Ames, used to collect and display
data processed elsewhere on ARPANET.
In addition, a CDC 7600 at Ames not on ARPANET was used to
supplement the ILLIAC IV for bulk classification.
The overall processing sequence was as follows:
1. Reformatting a Landsat tape (CCT) at CAC for purposes
of image rectification and geographic registration.
Six control points identified on a Band 7 print at
1:500,000 scale and a USGS topographic map at 1:250,000
scale were used to establish a least-squares linear
transformation between latitude-longtitude and pixel
row column coordinate systems. The resulting
parameters necessary for geometric rectification
were applied to the original Landsat CCT acquired
from EROS Data Center, using the IBM 360/91
at UCLA. Rows and columns were shifted so that pixels
generated on the output tape were in a north-oriented
coordina`e system. No pixels were lost, replicated, or
29
resampled. After this first-order skew transformation,
1	 gray-scale displays could be produced on a lineprinter
at approximately 1:24,000 scale. This allowed convenient
comparison with USGS 7;' topographic maps, and conversion
of geographic coordinates taken from maps to pixel
coordinates within about four pixels of the correct
position.
An improved, second-order transformation was achieved
using 24 control points (mainly hydrographic features)
on large scale maps to create a calibration file relating
Landsat pixels and geographic coordinates to within one
pixel. This file coula be accessed at any time by EDITOR
to relate map and image data. Further work, in preparation
for matching color-coded graphic products of the classifi-
cation to a map projection, involved modeling a grid of
pixels in a Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) system and
using the second-order transformation to find the nearest
pixel corresponding to each UTM grid intersection.
2. The transformed, reformatted tape was shipped to BBN,
where it was mounted and run with the EDITOR, software
i	
on the TENEX, on command from a lineprinter terminal at
I	 Ames, for development of classification statistics.
3. The classification statistics file was transferred from
BBN to the Ames IBM 360/67 over ARPAN. T	From there the
file was either transferred to ILLIAC IV or punched onto
cards that could be run on the Ames CDC 7600 to produce
I _
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a maximum likelihc-.d spectral classificatioi
pixels.
4. The Ames IBM 360-67 was again used to group
classes into land cover classes and assign an aipha-
numeric symbol to each for lineprinter map display.
A distinctive color value was also assigned to each
cover class for display on a Dicomed D47 film recorder.
This was done by creating a three-file tape from the
classification to control the exposure of each pixel
successively through the blue, green, and red filters
of the film recorder.
The major part of the classification ,vork was step 3., the
interactive phase of landsat data processing, conducted at
the lineprinter terminal at Ames. Use of the EDITOR program
involved an interactive process described as "guided clustering,"
a hybrid technique employing elements of both supervised and
unsupervised classification. Figure 2.2-2 is a generalized
schematic showing the steps in this process. Some 200 sample
area rerresenting different cover classes in the desired
typology had been i^.ntified by the participating agencies,
basca on ground truth or othe.- inf^vw tion a-ailable for their
jurisdictions, and delineated on maps furnished to the working
group. These areas were interpreted and verified on U-2 CIR
photographs, taken in September 19;5 (NASA-ARC Flight 75-153).
The areas were re-delineated on 7 1/2-minute USGS maps in the
form of rectangular polygons incorporat,ng only land cover
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Figure 2.2-2	 Schematic of Step- in Interactive Classification
of landsat Data Us.nq the EDITOR Program
Source: Mr. Leonard Gaydos, U.S. Geoloqical Survey,
Geogra phy Progrrm, NASA Ames Research Center
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judged representative of the intended cover type. These
"training fields" were then grouped into seven, general cover
types that could be used for spectral clustering. The training
fields in each group were digitized from the USGS maps using
an audio-type, spark-pen digitizer.
	 the digitizinn was done
on-line, so that pixel data corresponding to the training
fields was automatically pulled from the calibration file
containing Landsat data for the study area and placed in
"windor files" corresponding to each training field/cover-type
group.
Program commands could now be used to perform clustering on the
pixel data within a window file. Any requested number of
clusters could be established, with maximum possible separation
achieve: for that number. Typically, the number of clusters
requested would equal, or be somewhat greater than the numLc:.-
of subclasses of land cover desired for that cover-type group.
For example, seven clusters were requested in the case of the
residential window file. The program provided statistics on
the clusters established for each window file, which included
the mean values and variances of the pixel data for each
cluster with respect to each spectral band, and a matri- of
distance measures between each pair of clusters. These
statistics could be used to plot two-dimensional graphs of
cluster locations and sizes (e.g., for Band 5 vs. Band 7, or
other band pairs), to determine whether clusters intersected
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or were cleanly separated. It was also possible to print
categorized training fields on the lineprinter terminal, using
number symbols to indicate the cluster assignment of each
pixel. These categorized fields could be compared with the
ground-truth training data or U-2 photography to determine the
informational significance of the clusters, i.e., whether
they represented meaningful distinctions in land cover that
could provide a bass for subclassification of the general cover
type. Reclustering to a larger or smaller number of clusters
was done until the cluster set appeared to represent distinquishable
and meaningful subclasses that could be named.
This routine was followed for each of the seven window files
corresponding to cover type groups, until approximately 50
spectral clusters had been established. These were combined
into one file, separations were computed, and their locations
plotted. At this point, numerous incidences of cluster overlap
appeared, and it was necessary to undertake a lengthy process of
cluster elimination, combination, and re-position. 	 In a few
cases, new clustering of modified training data was done.
Examples of difficult land cover discriminations involving
overlapping clusters included tidelands, sedirnented water,
and wet, bare soil versus commercial/industrial and pavement
classes, and wooded residential versus conifer and wetland
classes. A first-version classification based on 40 clusters
was produced after a five-week working period (about 12 man-weeks),
however, this refinement was continued throuqh several subsequent
! i
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versions by the USGS staff.
One remain i ng problem was that the classification broke down in
mountainous areas that differed environmentally from the lowland
areas used for training. Barren rock and seasonal melting of
snow resembled some pixels in the urban and agricultural classes
in the lowlands. This was corrected in the final version by
stratifying the study area into upland and low I nd zones. A
digitized boundary was used to create a mask file in EDITOR
that distinquished the pixels in the two zones. Then pixels
in the problem area erroneously assigned to one class were
reassigned to another using the IBM 360/67.
An experiment was also conducted in using 'Landsat data from
two dates as a basis for producing a single classification,
i.e., performing clustering on eight channels of data instead
of four. The rationale was that seasonal differences could
be exploited to produce cover discriminations not possible
at one point in time. For example, four-band clusters
representing agricultural fields that in June were bare and wet
conflicted with pavement classes. The fields should be
distinquishable from pavement when represented by eight band
clusters incorporating additional data from August, when those
same fields contained crops. This approach had beer used
successfully elsewhere over limited areas. However, for so
large and diverse an area as the Puget Sound urban test
site, it introduced complications that could not be dealt
with in the demonstration.
35
The final version of the 1974 classification was based on 37
clusters or spectral classes, each identified as one of 14
named cover classes, as shown in Table 2.2-3. A number of
products were distr 4 buted to the agencies, including lineprinter
(LP) maps showing all the spectral classes, the named cover
classes, other groupings, and Dicomed color-coded mar; thawing
the 14 cover classes. The Di-omed maps were produced by color
print enlargements from film negatives, and could be provided
at any size for any part of the study area. An improved color
print product of the entire test site was produced using an
Optronics laser film recorder at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) in Pasadena, California. Thi3 product was precisely
registered to the UTM projection of the newly released 1:100,000
USGS county base map series for the Puget Sound region, and
could be used as an underlay to transparent separations of
these maps.
A second phase of product production involved the digitization
of boundary sets for each agency's jurisdiction, and in some
cases for districts and subareas within jurisdictions, to permit
the tabulation of area summaries for land cover classes.
Examples of these district geographic units included counties,
cities, community planning areas, census tracts, and watershed
units. Along with other manipulation and regrouping of the
classified data, this work was performed with the "hands-on"
participation of personnel from several of the user agencies.
The ESL IDIMS (Interactive Digital Image Manipulation System)
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at Ames, with its color display capability, was used for this
spectral class regrouping and area aggregation by desired
districts.
In late 1976, a new classification effort was undertaken by
NASA and USGS using data from a Landsat-2 scene obtained on
July 23, 1975 (2182-18201). Data analysis was performed bY
Mr. Willard Newland of L I SGS. The objective was to produce a
new classification similar and comparable to the 1974 classifi-
cation. to test the replicability of the methods and to inves-
tigate the potential for change detection. However. it was
found impossible to exactly replicate the set of spectral
clusters derived for the 1974 data. Spectral responses of
each cover type were slightly different. Also. the new
classification incorporated refinements in the processes of
guided clustering. cluster editing, reclustering and stratifi-
cation that led to a somewhat different result. The 1975
classes are shown in Table 2.2-4, which may be compared with
the 1974 classes in Table 2.2-3.
As with the 1974 classification, 1975 lineprinter and color-
coded Dicomed map products ware prepared for agency use.
Instead of a photographic color print enlargement of the
entire test site. it was decided to produce a color lithograph
product that could be reproduced in l,rrge gu, ► nt ity.
	
the Ii1M-
reqistered classification tape` was sent to Seiscom Delta, Inc,.
Digital Images Division in Houston for production of color
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separations and a printed display map at a scale of 1:250,000.
The color-coding was similar to that used in the Dicomeds.
This product saw wide distribution within and outside of the
project user community, and was an important information
vehicle for both the Puget Sound Urban Demonstration and the
LRIDP.
A list of the minimum set of output products from both the 1974
and 1975 classifications furnished to a participating county
agency is shown in Table 2.2-5. In addition, there were unique
deliverable products with area windows, scales, class groupings,
district overlays and tabular summaries to specifications
requested by individual agencies.
The USGS staff at Ames briefly attempted a comparison of the
1974 and 1975 classifications for change that may have occurred
between the two dates. In a few instances changes involving
sizable areas of land such as new clear cuts and large residential
subdivisions were detected and correctl\ ,
 identified. However,
the general conclusion reached was that most of the differences
in pixel classification between the two products were spurious,
i.e., due to factors other than actual land cover change.
Among these were a slight seasonal difference (June/July), a
difference in conditions between the two years (1974 a wet year,
1975 dry), arid the differences in spectral clustering and grouping.
These factors constituted a type of "noise" that for the most
part overwhelmed the very small amount of actual change that
4C
Table 2.2-
Output Products from the
Puget Sound Land Cover C
Furnished to User Agency
LP Maps, every class, full
LP Maps, every class, tour
LP Maps, grouped classes,
LP Maps, grouped classes, county
Dicomed Transparency, full frame
Dicomed Transparency, county
Dicomed Negative, full frame
Dicomed Negative, county
Color Print, no specific scale, 8 X 10, full frame
Color Print, no specific scale, 8 X 10, county
Color Print, no specific scale, 11 X 14, full frame
Color Print, no specific scale, 11 X 14, county
Color Print, 1:100,000, county-minimum enclosing rectangle
Color Print, 1:500,000, full frame
Color Print, 1:250,000, full frame
Printed Map, 1:250,000, partial frame
Color Slide, full frame
Color Slide, county
Classification Tape
Land Cover Totals, county
Cluster Ellipses Chart
Color Key Chart
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occurred in the short time period of one year.
Most of the project participants had high expectations for 
capability to monitor change, and regarded this as one of the
major, potential payoffs of Landsat — particularly if repeat
classifications of the same geographic area could be accomplished
at substantially reduced cost by utilizing the same digitized
training fields, district boundaries, and map transforms, and
capitalizing on accumulated experience.
The desirability of attempting one classification, based on one
large set of training data for,
 such a large area, versus
individual classification of smaller areas using locally
representative training data, was debated throughout the
project. One indication of the validity of the large-area
approach was provided by a final experiment conducted by the
Ames LIS I;S investigators in which the 1974 classification
statistics for the Puget Sound test area were first applied to
the entire Central Puget Sound Landsat scene, and then to the
contiguous, same-date scenes to the north and south, for a total
of three scenes extending from Vancouver, R.C. to Portland,
Oregon. The classification of the southern scene was compared
with a LARSYS classification of a much smaller area developed
by the I.R1DP Portland Urban GrnuP, and was fc-rnd to yield very
similar results.
	
Considering that the labor involved in
Leonard Gaydos, "Low-Cost Computer Classification of Land
Cover• in the Portland Area, Oregon. by signature Extension
Techniques," Jc ,n•ral of Research, U.S. Geological Survfy,
Vol. o., No. 6. NO 'v:-Dec.
_ 
1M7A,
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in producing the EDITOR classification for three scenes
(100,000 sq. km .) was only a few times that required to classify
metropolitan Portland alone (1,500 sq. km .), this "signature
extension" technique holds promise for cost-effectiveness.
Unfortunately, it is limited to situations of contiguous,
same-day coverage along one Landsat path.
2.2.2	 Project Evaluation
From a technical standpoint, the LRIDP Puget Sound Urban
Demonstration was a success in the fact of its completion. A
comprehensive categorization of land cover in one of the most
diverse regions, over a geographic area that ultimately
extended to three scenes, was unprecedented in Landsat applica-
tions prior to 1976. The attempt to address the needs of a
large and varied community of local government and other users
through one basic data analysis was also unique. The communication
and interaction among user agencies, the University of Washington,
the PNRC and the sponsoring Federal agencies was beneficial
in ways that extended beyond the project both in time and problem
context. The exchange of ideas about common concerns in the
use of data for land planning was a value recognized both for
this project and the LRIDP as a whole. This dialogue was
encouraged by frequent participant contact in project meetings,
training, analysis sessions at Ames, and the major urban discipline
reviews in July 1975, October 1975, and October 1977 that also
permitted exchange with the LRIDP urban projects in Spokane,
A
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Portland, and Boise. Much of the user evaluation that occurred
was communicated during these reviews.
From an application and technology transfer standpoint specific
to first-generation Landsat technology, the results of the Puget
Sound Urban Demonstration were less conclusive. Initial reactions
of users were mixed and sometimes contradictory. Most were
clearly awed by technological sophistication involved in creating
the data products, which were widely exhibited by the users to
management in their agencies and to their public constituents
However, uncertainty about how to use the products for other than
pictorial purposes was common at first.
Many users tried to relate the lineprinter output to other mapped
information on a USGS 7 112' base, but were concerned about
uncertainty in positioning individual pixels and locating them
on the ground. Comparisons were made with other data and many
isolated instances of location or classification disagreement
discovered. These disagreements were usua ly reported a,,
"error' in the Landsat data, the comparative data being regarded
as "truth" in these cases, sometimes without considering its
source or age, or differences in the way information categories
were defined. Agencies were provided with a set of the
September 1975 U-2 photography and encouraged to use this medium
for Landsat product verification. No consistent method of
accuracy definition and determination was suggested or followed.
Several agencies reported accuracy figures of 70-80% for their
44
Jurisdictions. Some agencies stated acceptance criteria that
were higher than this — 85-90%. Gradually the realization was
gained that the Landsat land cover classification presented a
different though not necessarily less valid description than
that provided by conventional land use information.
User interest and satisfaction rose in the later phases of
product development. Many of the obvious classification errors
in the early versions of the 1974 classification were corrected
in the final, stratified version. Further improvement was noted
in the 1975 classification products. Also, for the first time,
many participants had an opportunity to visit NASA-Ames for
"hand-on" experience, using the ESL IDIMS interactive display
system to manipulate the classified data and produce spectral
class yroupings and area summaries to suit their particular
needs. These summaries of land cover class acreages for planning
areas. districts, and ether geo g raphic units commonly used for
land use area tabulation yielded results that compared much more
closely with conventional rata, and thus avoided concern over
individual, misclassified pixels.
The LRIDP Phase IV User Needs Study conducted during the latter
part of the Puget Sound Demonstration (October 1976-October 1977)
provided an opportunity for agencies to focus their thinking on
potential applications. 	 Most agencies saw a basic area of
Frank V. Westerlund and Donald E. Wilson, Fina l Report, Ph ase IV
User Need s Stu dy,
	 Northwest Regi ona
 Commission La nd
Resources Inventor Demonstration Pro'ec^t, NASA Ames University
Consortium Interchange Agreement NCA 2-OR850-701, November 1977.
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cation in comprehensive planning. Map products and tabular
ries portraying existing land use and undeveloped land
rtes could facilitate the process of policy/plan analysis,
lation, review, anu update, a process which most of the
governments conducted on rotating schedule for community
ing areas. The value of the Landsat data products for both
development by planning staff and for public communication
etings with decision-makers and the public was recognized
st participants. This was the major use made of the
ct products.
A second application forseen by most agencies was the incorporation
of Landsat data into jurisdiction-wide land use data bases, for
purposes of data base uokeep and monitoring change. This was
usually viewed as a problem of updating files in whatever form
they existed, such as land use files keyed to asses;or's or
other administrative records and maintained on file cards, maps,
or in a computerized system. The complexities involved in
relatinq Landsat	 to to parcel-level data, particularly in an
urban context, were frustrating to some users and could not be
dealt with in the demonstration. The City of Tacoma, which was
developing its Land Use Management Information System (LUMIS)
for interactive graphic display of multiple data files, was the
only participant that moved in this direction.
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Predominantly rural jurisdictions such as Mason and Jefferson
counties either lacked a parcel data base or fund such existing
data of little use in planning because of the large size of
most ownerships. For them, Landsat represented an opportunity
to acquire an areawide land data base for the first time, and
there was less con.cerr about accuracy or compatibility with
existing data.
A few large agencies, PSCOG, Snohomish County, and King County
were considering development of computerized land information
system incorporating units larger than parcels, such as grid
cell land divisions or census tracts. Where these units are
large enough for meaningful area summary by constituent lard
Giver classes, they present a realistic option for Landsat data
integration. Small grid units such as the 10-acre cell system
of Snohomish County and a 5.7F . -acre cell system contemplated by
PSCOG presented technical problems of registration and classifica-
tion assignment that were not resolved and diverted much effort
and attention away from attainable objectives of the project.
Quarter-sections (now employed by King Couni.y) would have been a
practicable cell unit for Landsat/data base integration using an
area summary approach.
Integration of the 1975 land cover classification with census
data using 1970 census tracts in King County was accomplished
in a separate project at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, for the
U.S. Bureau of the Census.	 JPL's VICAR/IBIS software system was
Steven Z. Friedman. MAPPING URBANIZED AREA EXPANSIONS
THROUGH DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING OF LANDSAT AND CONVENTIONAL
DATA. J PL "ublication 79-113 Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California institute of Technology 	 PASADENA,CALIFORNIA.
MARCH 1, 1980.
— J
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used. The value of this approach for data base development was
recognized by the Puget Sound agencies participating in the
subsequent Landsat Application Program (I
-AP) VICAR/IBIS Demons-
tration Project (section 2.3 1) . Landsat/census data integration
also provided a direction for futu , e work, when possibilities
for file update and change detec.,ion could be given an adequate
test.
Other applications identified in the User Needs Study were in
specialized areas such as transportation planning, growth
forecasting, shoreline management, EPA 208 water quality planning,
flood plain delineation, agricultural land preservation, and
1	 site suitability for gravel extraction and solid waste disposal.
Some of these involved input to analy`ical models, such as PSCOG's
Activity Allocation Model (growth forecasting), transportation.
models, and watershed runoff models for 208 planning. The value
of land cover data summaries for the specific geographic units
employed in these models was apparent. Actual data use ire such
analysis during the project was limited. The City of Tacoma
used Landsat-derived acreage of residential land cover in studies
of population density for its planning areas. Land cover data
was summarized by watershed units in Snohomish County for use in
208 planning.
it was the consensus of most participants that the Puget Sound
Urban Demonstration Project wds effective as a first step in
technology transfer. It achieved an awareness throughout the
Puget Sound region o f satellite remote sensing technology and
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its potential applications in local government. A number of
agency personnel acquired the knowledge to apply Landsat product
data to real problems, and a few attained competence in Landsat
data analysis. It should be realizea also that for mcst
participants the project was an introduction not only to Landsat
but to the entire applied science of remote sensing. Exposure
to basic remote sensing theory and related concepts in cartography
and geographic information system was important. Use of the
supporting U-2 photography was a significant element of project
work by agency personnel, and was helpful in elevating users first
to "U-2 scale" analysis before continuing to "Landsat scale."
Skills developed in photointerpretation of small scale imagery,
both U-2 and Landsat, may yield future benefit when second-
generation satellite imagery (Landsat-D Thematic Mapper, SPOT,
etc.) with resolution of urban detail becomes available.
It was apparent that the technology transfer process had to
continue and that a technical and institutional base for its
support had to be established in the region. This was the
objective of the Landsat Applications Program (LAP) in which an
operational Landsat data analysis capability was established
in Washington State (sections 2.1.2, 2.3).
	
2.3
	
The LAP VICAR/IBIS Demonstration Project (UW-RSAL), 1979
	
2.3.1	 Objectives
In this project, UW-RSAL was funded by PNRC under the Landsat
Application Program to demonstrate usage of the VICAR/IRIS
w
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software system to agencies in the Puget Sound region. The
primary objective was to assemble Landsat data, the existing
land cover classifications (1974 and 1975), digitized map data
and related files on the WSUCSC Amdahl computer system for use
by state and local planning agencies. The study area focused
on central Puget Sound, but through use of data from the 1974
three-scene, signature-extension classification,
	 was possible
to address interests of agencies in other parts of western
Washington.
A major emphasis of the project was showing participating agencies
how to access the data bank, software and hardware from a
remote terminal and to receive output from a remote job entry
(RJE) station, using the terminal located in RSAL and the RJE
station located in the UW Urban Data Center.
A flow chart indicating the relationship of components of the
demonstration is shown in Fig. 2.3-1.
2.3.2	 Participatio-i
Twenty-nine persons representing 14 local and state agencies and
two other units of the University of Washington participated in
the demonstration. These are listed in Appendix B. In order
to accumulate the required 50/50 match of PNRC and agency resources
on the contract with PNRC, agency staff time and travel were
documented.
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Ut
	2.3.3	 Training of UW-RSAL Investigators and Agency Personnel
The co-investigators were trained by staff at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, California in May, 1979. Additional
training in the WYLBUR file management software system wai given
by WSUCSC at Pullman and Puyallup.
	
2.3.4	 Selection and Use of a Common Set of Land Cover Data
All previous Landsat products for Puget Sound were transferred
in digital form to WSUCSC to start a library of Landsat data
tapes. This included raw data tapes and classified data for
1974 and 1975, and image formatted census tract boundaries from
JPL.
The basic data set selected was the 1975 spectral classification
of the Puget Sound scene developed by Gaydos and Newland of
the USGS lleography Program at NASA-Ames. The 52 spectral classes
in this data set may be associated according to information
needs of the individual user. Some agencies were interested in
inventorying vacant land, other grassland, impervious surfaces
and agricultural lands. Some wished to tabulate general land
cover cover associations by census tract. All were attempting
to find information to corroborate other surveys they had made,
and seeking more accurate and economical methods. DISPLAY was
the VICAR/IBIS routine used for output.
	
2.3.5	 Verification of Results
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Western Washington University participated in the demonstration
t	 and opened an account. Files were obtained for the 1974 Landsat of
i
classification of the scene north of Puget Sound. The WWU
efforts have involved agencies in that vicinity and have extended
the potential use of VICAR /IBIS.
Two consulting firms used the data files to complete contractual
work with local government. Also, San Juan County opened an
account foi the purpose of establishing a land use information
system (section 2.4.4). A UW graduate student has used VICAR/
IBIS and a 1978 data tape for Puget Sound to explore means of
updating the Coastal Zone Atlas of Washington.
Appendix C. lists VICAR /IBIS
 jobs requested by the project
participants.
The agencies were unanimous in their expressed needs for a 1980
lard cover classification and the 1980 census tract boundaries
overlay. The computation of population densities and their
patterns of distribution in the local jurisdictions were the
immediate information latent in Landsat/census data integration
by VICAR /IBIS.
2.4	 Multi-Purpose Applications of Pyje t Sound Classi fied Landsa t Data
Several applications were made of the 1974 and 1975 spectral
classifications/land cover associations that were at least
partly independent of the LRIDP Puget Sound Urban Discipline
Project and the LAP VICAR /IBIS demonstration, although they
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included two other application activities funded under LAP.
2.4.1	 UW-RSAL/U.S. Air Force Prcject, 1977-78
In April 1977, UW-RSAL contracted with the U.S. .Air Force
Environics Laboratory at Tyndall AFB, Florida, to conduct a
study of remote sensing methods for land use inventory in the
vicinity of Air Force Bases. Under its Air Installation
Compatible Use Zone (AICUZ) environmental planning program,
the Air Force has established standards for noise, air pollution,
and accident hazard impacts around its bases. These standards
are specific to identified land uses. The Air Force was
was interested in a cost-effective method of acquiring its own
land use data for the environs of its facilities, data that
would be consistent with its impact analysis methods and
independent of data collection by local communities. Of
special interest was a method of quickly updating such data
each time that a "mission realignment," (i.e., a change in
operations) produced new patterns of noise and other impacts.
The UW-RSAL study compared three techniques: (1) photointer-
pretation of high-altitude aircraft imagery. (2) equidensito-
metric processing of both aircraft and Landsat imagery and (3)
digital classification of Landsat data. Two test sites were
used, McChord AFB near Tacoma and Fairchild AFB near Spokane.
The 1975 Puget Sound spectral/land cover classification was
utilized for the kcChord Landsat digital product, in the form of
1:24,000 lineprinter output showing all spectral classes and
OA
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a specified grouping into land use/cover classes with symbols
chosen for maximum legibility of homogeneous units. Polygons
defining homogeneou: land use/cover were outlined on the line-
printer maps, which were then overlaid with Air Force-supplied
maps showing Ldn (Level, day/night) noise contours. Areas of
each land use/cover class within each noise contour interval
were measured using the RSAL Numonics 1224 planimeter/digitizer.
Tabular summaries of this data provided the required quantifi-
cation of noise impact. The Fairchild AFB digital product was
produced as a new classification as part of the EDITOR remote
access demonstration (Section 2.1.4), 	 In this case, noise
contour data was digitized from the Air Force maps using the
Numonics 1224 and a transmission was attempted via the WATS
telephone line for incorporation as a diqital mask in EDITOR.
The telephone technique was not appropriate for digitizing.
File transfer was necessary as a final solution with assistance
provided by Ames Research Center.
2.4.2 City of Tacoma LAP Project, 1978-79
In this effort, the City of Tacoma completed the installation
of interactive data management software on the city's computer
system, allowing it to store and access land cover data from the
1974/1975 Landsat classifications, in combination with other files
including census DIME files, street and engineering data, and
other physical and statistical data parameters.
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2.4.3	 Washington Department of Game, Mount Vernon Office, Grouse
Habitat LAP Project, 1978-79
In 1978, Washington State Game Department biologist Mr. Larry
Brewer contracted UW-RSAL for advice on vegetation data useful
in a study of ruffed grouse habitat in western Washinaton, in
particular, lowland timbered areas. It was suggested that the
1974 three-scene Landsat classification of western Washington
might provide a suitable land cover data base that could be
analyzed to produce required habitat acreage information. PNRC
and NASA-Ames were contacted and support obtained for a LAP
application activity.
Brewer and James Eby of RSAL traveled to NASA-Ames in late 1975
to access the 1974 Landsat classification, which was displayed
in color on the ESL IDIMS system. Spectral classes w,-,re
checked in areas where ground cover data had been collected
in Game Department grouse census field work. Cf the total of
37 spectral clusters, 10 were identified as Yeoresentina fnrPCt
land cover types and were ground grouped in six categories as a
breakdown for acreage calculations. Those spectral clusters
not representing forested land were grouped into nine general
land cover classes teat were included in the : a D products.
The next task undertaken at Ames was to combine a study boundary
(all of western Washington below 2,000 feet elevat'on) and the
county boundaries with the Landsat classification. Tht^!e
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boundaries had been delineated on a 1:500,000 scale map, and
were digitized on an Altec digitizer coupled to a terminal
that accessed EDITOR software on computers at Ames and at Bolt,
Baranek and Newman in Boston, via ARPANET. The digitizing
process produced a computer file of line segments, which were
checked for accuracy on a CRT plotter. An EDITOR routine
generated a mask from the line segment file which was used to
divide the Landsat land cover data into areas below or above
2,000 feet, by county. Tabular summaries were prepared showing
acreage of each of the sic forest land cover types, below and
above 2,000 teet elevation for each county. This tabulation is
shown in Table 2.4-1.
Existing vegetation maps of the Skookumchuck River drainage and
low-altitude color aerial photos of the Nooksack River Drainage
were used to make a numerical evaluation of the accurac y of the
Landsat classification. A sample of 52 10-acre test plots
(including 468 Landsat pixels) showed a 5 -8'V error, based on the
number of pixels that did not display the ground cover indicated
by the other sources. This was regarded as a very high correlation
with these forms of ground truth.
The three-scene Landsat classification did not include the
western parts of the counties on the Washington seacoast. The USGS
Land Use and Land Lover Map Series (dates 1973-1975) were used
to obtain most of the missing data. Clear-cut and regrowth
areas were added to these maps by manual photo interpretation
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on the RSAL Bausch and Lomb Zoom Transfer Scope. Complete air
photointerpretation was done for a small area in Pacific and
Grays Harbor counties covered by neither the Landsat classification
nor the USGS Land Use/Cover Maps. Field checks of the photo-
interpreted areas were carried out along a preplanned route
including 35 sites. Land cover data from these sources was
comp iled on a 1:250,000 scale base map and acreages calculated
using the RSAL Numonics 1224 electronic planimeter. These
acreages were then added to the Landsat totals.
The final use of this information was to provide total spring
and fall population estimates for ruffed grouse. Timber acreage
from the Landsat analysis was combined with grouse density
estimates from audio census counts in the following equation
for estimating spring population:
Ps = B
Ps = Spring Population
A - Acres of lowland timber in western Washington
D - Grouse density in acres per bird
The fall population was calculated as a function of spring
population, incorporating a factor for August brood size.
The Grouse Habitat Study is an outstanding example of how
classified Landsat data, prepared for one set of pur,jses, can be
applied to wholly different problem in another discipline, when
the data is available as a set of original spectral clusters
Y
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i
that can be combined in a new grouping to satisfy specific
'	 needs. The power of this analytical approach lies in the
r	
universality of a set of classified spectral information
representing one point in time, for a large but integral region
such as Puget Sound — i.e., a well-defined region with
characteristic natural systems and human settlement patterns
that are fairly consistent throughout.
	
2.4.4	 San Juan County 1979
In 1979, San Juan County, :lashington opened a computer account
at WSVCSC for purposes of establishing a land information system
incorporating 1_andsat spectral/land cover classifications. Line-
printer map products from the 1974 three-scene classification
were provided for evaluation by county planners.
The diversity of uses of the 1974/1975 La,idsat classifications
that had occurred by 1979 indicated the operational philosophy
that was then adopted for the LAP VICAR/IBIS Demonstration and
the follow-on UW-RSAL/NASA-Ames Interchange, that of establishing
a widely accessible fi`.e of regional, Landsat-derived spectral/
land cover data and related map and statistical data, and maintaining
and updating these files on a continuing basis.
	
2.5	 1980 Land Cover Project
By 1980, several factors argued for the development of a new
Landsat digital land cover classification of the Puget Sound
i
d
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region comparable to the 1974-1975 classifications produced in
the LRIDP Puget Sound Urban Demonstration Project. These factors
included the following:
1. Land development had been active in the Puget Sound
region during the period 1976-1979. The five-year
interval that would separate the 1975 classification and
a 1980 classification would include this growth and
offer a reasonable opportunity for assessing chance
detection capabilities of Landsat.
2. The U.S. Census of Population occurred in 1980 (nominal
date: April 1, 1980). Classification of a Landsat scene
approximating this date should permit comparison of land
use conditions with demographic data from the census.
Also, the 1980 Census incorporated new census tract
boundaries in parts of the Seattle-Everett and Tacoma
SMSA's. Agencies that had used the 1975 land cover data
summarized by 1970 census tracts in the LAP VICAR/IBIS
Demonstration needed to produce new summaries for the 1980
tracts and wanted contemporaneous land cover data for
this purpose.
3. The State of Washington had acquired an operational
Landsat data analysis system in the VICAR/IBIS installation
at WSUCSC. The IBIS portion of the system had been
exercised using the UW-RSAL terminal linked to the Urtan
Data Center RJE station for manipulation of the 1975
classified data anJ the 1970 census tract overlay in the
i ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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LAP VICAR/IBIS Demonst ration. However, there w	 no
experience in using VICAR for spectral classification
in the Puget Sound environment. VICAR/IBIS differs in
important respects from EDITOR 	 VICAR/I R IS is a batch
system. EDITOR is more interactive. ':ICAR/IBIS
incorporates a parallel piped classifier in FASTCLAS,
compared to EDITOR's maximum likelihood classifier. A
VICAR/IBIS classification of the Puget Sound region
that attempted co replicate as closely as possible the
1974-1975 EDITOR classification would be able to assess
these differences and establish an operational approach
to classification based on the state's image analysis
system.
A 1980 Puget Sound land cover classification project was undertaken
by the University of Washington, Remote Sensing Applications
Laboratory through a University Consortium Interchange Agreement
with NASA Ames Research Center. The project commenced on March 1,
1980 and was continued under a revised agreement from December 1.
1980 to September 30, 1981.
The project approach, as outlined in these agreements, included
the following steps:
1. Acquisition by NASA of Landsat data meeting the following
criteria:	 (1) :loud cover not exceeding lOr;
	
(2)
i
quality of individual bands not less than 5;	 '3) preceding
r
and following scenes •in the same orbit meeting the first
two criteria;	 (4) a date a •, close as possible to the April 1,
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1980 Census of Popula'.;on; (5) color composite available
or capable of generation; (6) early availability of data.
The data that most nearly met these criteria was a
Landsat-2 scene of July 20, 1979 (1640-18140). This was
deemed acceptable since it was within nine months of the
	 .
census and there had been little development in the
region since mid-1979.
2. Classification of a small area of the 1974 Landsat CCT
using FASTCLAS, to familiarize the investigators with this
VICAR routine while awaiting acquisition of the new data.
3. Documentation, for training purposes, of the practical
aspects of using VICAR/IBIS routines for classification
(a continuing task throughout the project).
4. A meeting of local and state agency users to secure their
cooperation in the project and their assistance in identi-
fying current land co y er conditions in the training sites
and in later checking of verii'ication sample areas. A
subsequent meeting was also contemplated to inform users
about the public data files to be made accessible to them.
5. Classification of the selected 1979 Landsat data for the
Puget Sound scene using VICAR routines, with all jobs
submitted from the terminal at UW-RSAL. Dicomed prints
and a color negative were requested to be provided
by NASA Ames for checking intermediate progress.
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6. Sampling of the final classification to allow 85%
1
confidence in an accuracy determination over all classes.
Use of a contingency table to test the classification
against 12-pixel sample units photointerpreted from
October 1980 U-2 photography (NASA-ARC Flight 81-003).
Local agency field check of sample areas.
A stratified sample by Level I classes was an option 	 i
considered initially. This would have required preparation 	
li
of software to sample pixels by their geographic coordinates.
Instead, the random sample employed was based on a
prior selection of the 12-pixel sample units using a
random integer sampling routine applied to kilometer
intersections in a UTM coordinate grid.
7. Data summarization by census tracts. As original'iy
envisioned this consisted of four steps:
	
(1) 1979
classification summarized by the 1970 census tracts;
E'	 (2) 1980 census tracts obtained in digital form and
registered to the USGS 1:100,000 base; (3) 1979 classifi-
cation summarized b y
 1980 tracts; and (4) 1975 classifi-
cation summarized by 1980 tracts and compared.
These steps could not be completed within the funding
constraints of the Consortium Agreement. At the time of
this writing, the 1979 classification summary by 1980
tracts is in progress under funding from the King County
64
Department of Community Develooment.
8. Use of statistics °or the 1979 land cover classification
to clasify the preceding and following Landsat scenes in
the same orbit.
This also could not be completed under the Consortium
Agreement. The preceding (northern) scene extending to
Canada has been acquired and classified under an
arrangement with the Washington Department of Game. The
southern scene for this date is more than 20% cloud
covered and is probably not suitable for classification.
9. Preparation by NASA-Ames of Dicomed color enlargements
of the 199 classification for the entire scene and for
subareas.
10. Final report, including a history of events leeding to
the 1980 Puget Sound Land Cover project, starting with
the LRIDP Puget Sound Urban Demonstration Project in
1975.
The remainder of this report is devoted to the 1980 Puget Sound
Land Cover Project and documents the work done in producing and
verifying the land cover classification based on 1979 Landsat
data.
1
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3.0
	 AN APPROACH TO MULTI-PURPOSE LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION WITH VICAR
^i	 3.1	 Introduction
Use of the extensive spectral classification of a Landsat scene
by more than one disciplinary interest is vital in the cooperative
effort to reduce Landsat data processing costs. Some have
concluded that it is futile to pursue such optimism but they
tend to be those who can pay for doing it their own way.
	 x
	
3.1.1	 Local Planning Agencies
Local planning agencies are not the typical big spenders in
Landsat data processing. Their planning areas cover less than a
Landsat scene, even if they are a large western U.S. county.
Their staffs usually do not include a trained Landsat data
analyst. Most have no specific budget for acquiring information
from Landsat. They are a prime group for the sharing of costs
in a multi-purpose land cover classification.
	
3.1.2	 Basic Purpose
The basic process can be simply diagrammed as shown in Figure 1.
Landsat multispectral scanner (MSS) data is currently four bands
of reflectance for a single scene. Additional bands from other
data or from the future Thematic Mapper can be accomodated in
VICAR. The data has a range of values from 0 to 127 in each c'
the four bands. Spectral response of an object on the earth's
surface is variable in each of these bands.
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3.1.3	 Spectral Signature
Spectral signatures are known spectral res ponses for specific
land cover types. These signatures are represented by a set
of means and covariances in each band. Spectral signatures are
a variation of some land cover class in most cases.
Figure 3.1.3: Simple Process from Landsat to Land Cover
Landsat
MSS Data
Trainin
5tatisti s
File
5pectrai
Classification
Land Cover,
Land Use Habita
or other
classification
f
Training on variations of each land cover class is required. 	 1
Several examples of the same variation of cover are used to
derive a spectral signature representin g
 that class. These
examples are called training sites. Pixels that are contained
in the training sites produce the desired statistics. The
resulting statistics will be radiometrically true to the specific
scene in which the training is done. Preceding or following
scenes in the same orbit may be close enough to verify the results
of classification.
	3.1.4	 Resolution
Spectral signatures are not just spectral responses of objects.
A generalization of data occurs in the sensing by Landsat and
also in the training step. The resolution or "instantaneous field
of view" of the Landsat MSS is 79 meters. Current EDIPS
processing results in square pixels of 57 meters. In the pixel,
many objects are sending spectral responses which are mixed and
recorded as one reflectance value by Landsat. See Figure 3.1.6
for a residential mix. The 57 meter pixel has a large number of
objects, 53. The 30-meter resolution of the Thematic Mapper
would reduce the number but not eliminate a mix of objects with
different spectral response.
	
3.1.5	 Training Sites
Training sites usually include several pixels, maybe 10. As
many as five such locations are desired for the same signature
to be based on a minimum of 50 pixels for the statistical set
of means and covariances.
3.1.6 Myopic Approach
This approach is myopic in that each variation of a land cover
type is represented by a spectral signature. Training is
conducted for each signature to produce the statistical basis
for a large set of spectral classes. Each spectral class is
represented by a set of means and covariances in the statistics
file used for classification of the data.
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Figure 3.1.6: Objects in One Residential Pixel
Single Family
Residential
Tract Example
Approximate
Population
Density=
10,000 pop./sq.mi
Scale 1:1000 North
Legend	 60 m Pixel 30 m Pixel Range
Trees 17 4.25 4-5
House and 3 .75 0-2
garages
Partial	 Bldys 6 1.50 1-3
Sidewalks 4 1.00 0-2
Streets, driveways 10 2.50 2-4
and patios
Vehicles 5 1.25
Grass lawns 8 2.00 1-4
Total 53
I
,
A
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3.1 .7	 Definition
The spectral signatures need to L? recorded in all their descriptive
detail to aid future association into land cover, land use, habitat
or ether classification scheme. These definitions are essential
as a means of communicating the signatures in the mind of the
Landsat analyst to the other users of the product. They
constitute a spectral classification, which is aggregated into
land cover and land use classifications.
	
3.2	 VICAR Landsat Image Processing
	
3.2.1	 Overview
The processing of a Landsat image with VICAR is generally outlined
in Figure 3.2.1. The process is linear except in the "interactive
and concurrent" steps of Statistics Evaluation and Spectral
Classification. The references to other Figures provide an
overview of the detailed pi	 ss in Figures 3.2.2 to 3.2.7.
These figures have a linear progression and each figure subsequent
to Figure 4 begins with an output product formed in the
preceding figure. The beginning is acquisition of the EDIPS
product.
From the EROS Data Center of the U.S. Geological Survey,
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
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Figure 3.2.1: VICAR Landsat Image Processing
Data Review
Data Review
Figure 3.2.2
Statistics
iterative
	
Generationiterative"
'	 Figure 3.2.3-1
Statistics Evaluatior concurrent" ISpectral Classification
Figure 3.2.4	 Figure 3.2.5
Image
Stratification
o Vector File
Figure 3.2.6-1
o Raster File
Figure 3.2.6-2
Information
Report
Figure 3.2.7
Data review is essential to provide an understanding of reflectance
in the Multi-Spectral Scanner (MSS) data. It is important to find
actual points and general geographic location for the spectral
responses in the image.
Generation of statistics provides the means and covariance for
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spectral signature . Most of these statistics are needed to
make the myriad decisions during computation in spectral
classification.
,^	 1
Statistics evaluatio n is an optional but usual pursuit to improve
your first efforts and gain an improved statistics file. The
recycling through this stop may be concurrent with early
classification efforts. Partial image classification is used
to test statistics files.
Spectral classification is a product that has a large number of
spectral categories applied over the entire image. At this point
in the process there is but one land cover definition for a
spectral category.
Image stratification consists of a division of the image into
separate areas permitting as many land cover definitions for
each spectral category as their are strata. Most categories
will remain associated with the same land cover class, however.
T he writing of informa tion reports is the utility of of multi-
purpuse classification. The association of stratified spectral
categories into useful information classifications is now
possible. Land cover, lard use and wildlife habitat are some
examples of information classification.
A more detailed discussion of these steps is necessary to under-
stand which VICAR programs are used. The discussion will not go
so far as showing job statements. but will discuss the inputs,
outputs and basic logic of the programs used in the process.
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3.2.2 Data Review
Spectral and geographic orientation in the Landsat image is ti;e
objective. The MSS di,ta tapes are assumed to be EDIPS format
precluding a need to VERTSLOG the data. The first program used
is VSAR, which removes EDIPS labels and replaces them with VICAR
labels, see Figure 3.2.2. The result is a VICAR data set that
may be used by any VICAR program which does not begin with "V",
since the data set has VICAR labels.
DISPLAY or LPMAP are alternative programs for lineprinter output
of grayscale maps. The grayscale maps may he set by selection
of DN values from the histograms for each Rand. The choice of a
DN is usually associated with separation of reflection between
two major land cover types, e.g., a DN value of 7 in Band 5 may
divide water from conifers. When the grayscale map is inspected
by the analys t_, it provides locations for l ater training and land
cover types. Also, the grayscale map may provide tiepoints for
i
later reaistration of the image to a map projection. These
results are the geographic orientation desired. (This process is
sometimes called density slicing or equidensiometric analysis.)
All of the data review to this point is band by band processing.
It is necessary to combine all the bands into one MSS data set
before proceeding to statistical routines. MSS is a program that
will read the data from separate bands into a band sequential
format for more efficient statistical processinq of the data.
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Figure 3.2.2
	
Data Review
EDIPS
MSS
Data
Tapes
Remove_ EDIPS
labels and replaces
I VSAR I
	
with VICAR labels
VICAR
Data
Set
LIST
DISPLAY
or LPMAP
Tables and
Maps al
Maps /
one for
each*
band
Outputs histograms
Outputs grayscales
MSS Combines separated
data sets into one
data set
MSS
Data
t
*
Basic Process is for a single 3and and must be repeated for
as many Bands as are used, 10 maximum.
3.2.3	 Statistics Generation
myopic and synoptic vision is a useful analogy to explain the
alternatives to statistics generation, see c igure 3.2.3-1.	 fhe myopic
vision of the analyst pursues the known spectral signatures in the
grayscale maps. Traininq sites are selected with confidence that
the pixels represent a known variation of a defined land cover class
in a known location. The analyst selects as many training
sites as his knowledge permits for a STATS job.
A spectral plot chows the means (centroids) and standard deviations
(elipses) in a graph of two bands for each spectral category. The
"form" is the expected pattern of distribution derived by
review of histograms for each band. The "gaps" are possible
omissions in the training that need to be considered for add 4tional
training. With a statistics file is considered complete,
FASTCLAS can be run to produce a classified map. If doubt
exists as to the completeness of the file after more than one 	 I
spectral plot review., a pa-t of the scene can be classified to
r
see any unclassified area by geograhhic location. 	 1
It is usual procedure to do statistics evaluation to assure
completeness and separability of the spectral catego r ies before
running FASTCLAS. Statistics evaluation will he discussed
after the synoptic approach.
A synoptic approach begins with the premise that the data has
statistically separaH a clusters cf spectral data. Cluster analysis
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is an unsupervised routine that produces spectral categories
for a statistics file. The difference from the myopic approach
is that the geographic location and land cover representation
of a spectral category are unknown at this point.
FASTCLAS with cluster statistics for an area with most land cover
classes represented allows a geographic review for the purpose
of associating spectral categories with land cover classes. It
is expected that several categories will associate with a single
land cover class.
Another review is the spectral plot of CLUSTER statistics. The
plct helps the analyst to associate spectral categories with
land cover classes. Data review will produce expectations
about DN values for each land cover class; and experience with
previous spectral plots is the best teacher.
The utility of this multir-jrpose classification is in being able
to reassociate the spec'	 categories into the information
classification desired. Thus, the task of determining what the
cluster analysis represents is demanding.
3.2.4	 Statistics Evaluation
The two routines for statistics evaluation a-e STAT=DIT and
STATPLT. STATPLT is used to get the spectral plots that have been
discussed in the preceding discussion on the myopic and synoptic
approaches.
a
\ Statistics
,File: means
and covarianc
matrix
Review Spectral
Plot: one bar graph
for each
Band.
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Figure 3.2.3-1:	 Statistics Generation
MSS
"myopic"	 "synoptic"
Data
/ Set
STATS	 I	 I	 (CLUSTER
1 spectral class for
Define
	
Max. no. of spectral
each training set:
	 Classification
	
classes for data se,:
means, st dev.	 Objectives
	
means, st dev,
covariancecovariance matri x
matrix.	 and separability
matrix	 //
Locate
land cover
by scan line
MW
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Classification can be used to evaluate statistics or without
statistics evaluation.
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Figure 3.2.3-2: Simplified Spectral Plot
127
J
Band X (DN) 	
ni	
O
-.\
G ^ 
M
D	 ^ ^^^' F
0
0	 Band Y (DN)	 127
A, B, C = means for each spectral class
J= standard elipse
the "fan" is hypothesis of distribution derived
from histograms for each band.
`; = The "gaps" are possible omission in training
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Figure 3.2.3-3: Simplified Land Cover Zores for a Band 5 & 7
Spectral Plot
127
Snow/Clouds
Band 5 (DN)
Commercial
/Industrial I Grass
/ Ba-e	 Crop
Ground und
Residential
	
Mix	 Deciduous
Water	
Conifers 1 Woods	 Forest
Shadow
0
0	 Band 7 (DN)	 127
Zones are hypothetical locations for land cover spectral
classes that is derived from data review but mostly by
experience.
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STATEDIT is capable of copying, combining, deleting or adding
multiple files (10 maximum) as subroutines. The output is a
separability matrix that can show all the category to category
comparison with an index value. A value of 1.0 shows the two
categories are separated. Analyst may chose to use values as
low as 0.5, which is indicative of overlapping clusters. When
low values are used the analyst relies u pon the parallelpiped
and Bayesian checks in FASTCLAS to make the decision for
assigning a pixel to a category (see Spectral Classification).
The separability matrix helps the analyst reduce the number of
spectral categories. Two variations in a land cover class from
the myopic approach may not be valid with this inspection. If
so, the two categories can be combined or one deleted. In the
synoptic approach, combining categories can be helpful to
reduce the length of the statistics file. It is necessary to
caution analysts not to do so much combining and deleting that
the multipurpose utility is lose.
3.2.5	 Spectral Classification
Classifying the MSS data set with a statistics file is the major
computational step and the most costly. (FASTCLAS in VICAR on
the WSUCSC Amdahl tooks 23 minutes for the Puget Sound scene run
on a delay priority in two jobs with a cost of less than $900 in
1981, using 71 spectral categories.)
This step is wh-re the computing power of a large mainframe with
0CP.;GiN^^l. PUALIT'(
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Figure 3.2.4: Statistics Evaluation
Statistics
File
STATEDITI--
	 '	 I STATPLT
Separability	 2 Band plots of
Matrix	 concentration
elipses: specify
no. of std. dev./
Interactive process resulting in amended statistics files.
VICAR saves money for the agency. But the analyst should be
ready the first time (confident the statistics file is ready),
because this step is expensive to repeat. Results should be
obvious in a color display or similar pictorial review of the
classifica(t ion, and this may dictate revision of statistics
and reclassification.
The FASTCLAS routine will begin by computing parallelpipeds from
the means and covariances. The parallelpipdes are in a four-dimen-
sional space defined by the minimum maximum reflectance values for
each band for each spectral category. If a pixel does not fall into
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these limits it is not classified. These limits for different
spectral categories may overlap as was suggested in the discussion
of using a separability matrix value of less tnan 1.0. (See
Figure 3.2.5.)
After the parallelpipeds are used to assign pixels to spectral
categories, the maximum likelihood or probability approach is used.
The overlapping aprallel pioeds leave ambigious pixels that can
be assigned after a Baysian check to find the highest probability
for its spectral category.
The products of FASTCLAS are a classification file followed by
a classification map. The file can be used many times to produce
maps that assign colors, characters or grayscale values to
individual classes or sets of classes, or both. 	 I
3.2.6	 Image Stratification
The strategies for stratification differ with the analyst's
objectives. Basically, the objective is to improve the color
information display or the lineprinter map. The elimination of
errors of commission is a common objective. For example, the
spectral signat_re for a business district may be very s milar
to the bare geology between a timberline and a glacier. The
displacement of the two in both horizontal and vertical distance
allows a stra^a line to be drawn between the two. It is also
critical that business districts are not proximate to timberline
and glaciers (usually they are not). Another example may relate
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Figure 3.2.5:	 Spectral Classification
Statistics	 MSS
File
	 Data
Set
FASTCLAS:
o parallelpiped
o maximum
likelihood
(Bayesian check)
Classification	 Classification
File
	 Map
Iterative process resulting in amended classification file
and map.
to elevation of a land unit. For example, the habitat for a
species of wildlife map be known to be below 2500' elevation.
The 2500' contour can be used to stratify potential habitat
and non-habitat. Rural-urban, mountain-prairie and other
separations may be objectives for stratification. Regardless of
the strategy, lines have to be drawn on a base map.
3.2.6.1 Vector File for Stratification
It is necessary to digitize the strata boundaries as a set of
polygons. The vertices of the line ends are stored in a vector
file in the digitiz i ng process as sets of coordinates. V2POLY
is the program used to create an IBIS vector file.
	 ^
POLYSCRB
Ok1GlPj4
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Figure 3.2.6-1:	 Image Stratification: Vector File
Stratification
Strategy
Se', ect^ Strata Boundaries
tie points	 drawn on map
Digitize strata
boundaries: VICAR
format
Vector N
file of
coordinates
for strata
W r
V2POLY
IBIS
Vector
File
PO
j al ternative	 Ristered
POLYREG	
Vector
POLYGEOM	 File
A continuous process.
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The registration of the boundaries represented in the IBIS vector
file is done by a set of tiepoints; as few as three points can
be used in POLYREG. Alternatively ) a combination of POLYREG
and POLYGEOM may be used. The result is a registered vector
file.
	
3.2.6.2	 Raster File for Stratification
The conversion of the vector file to a raster image file is done
with POLYSCRB. The boundary lines are now associated with
pixels, but no data is subtracted. A line is assigned to a row
of pixels by randomly including or excluding each pixel.
The raster image file can be displayed with PAINT. A separate
density number is assigned to each polygon in the paint file.
COLOR can be used to paint the polygons with high contrast
between adjacent polygons.
The overlay of the paint file on the classification file is done
with F2. The product of the overlay is a stratified classification
file.
	
3.2.7	 Information Report
The stratified area is represented by a paint file and the
spectral classes are in a classification file.
	 (see Figure 3.2.7.)
POLYOVLY is used to prepare an interface file from the two files.
The manipulation of the interface file can be done with several
programs to reorganize a file, perform mathematical operations
or do data addition, concatenation and deletion.
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Figure 3.2.6-2: Image Stratification: Raster File
Registered
Vector
	
POLYSCRB
File
Raster
Image File
I PAINT I
Image File
Classification
	
of solid
File	 polygons:
(paint file)
F2
Stratificd '^
Classification
File.
0 IGIW
or	
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Figure 3.2.7: Information Report
Classification
	
Paint
File
	
File
I POLYOVL Y I
Interface
File
	 IREPORT I
Tabular
Summaries
Interface file manipulation:
AGGRG2	 1
SORT File Reorganization
TRANSCOL
MF
AGGRG Mathematical
CROSS'-AC Operation
TALLY
COPYFILE
CTRMATCH Data	 Addition,
IGENER Concatenation,
VCOPIJ Deletion.
ZIPCOL2
ROWOP
t
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Once the spectral classes have been associated for each of the
land cover classes with different associations possible in each
strata, REPORT can be used to prepare tabular summaries of the
full scene or by strata.
The objective of the classification is to report information such
as the percentage distribution of land cover in subareas. The
subareas can be prepared in the paint file by the same process
used for stratification. Census tracts, traffic zones, drainage
basins, political boundaries, game management districts and many
other boundary sets can be digitized into a vector file. Following
transformation to a vector image file, then a paint file and
finally an interface file, information can be obtained in tabular
summary as desired.
owo=c
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4.0
	 MULTISPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION
	
4.1
	 Data Acquisition	 I%
Data searches began in December, 1979 and continued through May,
1980. Searches were conducted through the EROS Data Center and
the Integrated Satellite Information Services (ISIS) of Canada.
The lengthy time period for the search was a result of d backlog
of aata being transmitted to the EkOS u,t a Center, and the lack
of an outstanding, cloud-free scene. Landsat -cene:, considered
for analysis were July 20, August 25, Septem^ei 12, September
30, October 9, and November 11, all in 1979. Although clouds
obscured portions of the southwest quadrant, the July 20 scene
(ID-2164013140) was selected because the major a;-eas of interest
were cloud free and the sun e l evat 4 nri was hiO. A,-.o, data
for the preceding and following scenes on the same day was
available, allowing possible extensions of classification into
those areas.
4.2 Methodology
	
4.2.1	 Classifica`ion
A multipurrncse land cover classification which would be at least
generally comparable with previous classification efforts from
1974 and 1975 was the desired product. T he guided clustering
approach to classification was selc t•;, 	 in p his approach, data
from similar presel,,cted training ,ites is aggregated and subjected
to cluster analysis. This is the metr-od wh = en was ► sed in previous
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classification work, and the USGS quad maps showing the training
sites for the 1974 and 1975 projects were obtained from Mr.
Len Gaydos, OSGS Geography Program, Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field, California. At a meeting in July 1980, represen-
tatives of state and local agencies were introduced to the
project. They contributed ideas on classification products and
structure and were asked to aid in the effort to field check the
training sites for changes, which may have occurred since 19.
Agency personnel too!: maps to their office locations, carried
out the field checks, and reported the results. Approximately
40 maps with'several hundred training sites were processed in
this manner.
Training sites were listed by cover type and location in pixel
line and sample numbers. This was dorie with the aid of aerial
p hotos and grayscale maps of the raw Landsat data. All training
sites for one land cover type were grouped and used as input data
to VICAR program CLUSTER, which develops classification statistics
through cluster analysis of input data. The analyst guides the
process by selecting the training sites to be clustered, specifying
the number of clusters and number of iterations of clustering,
and evaluating the output clusters. Since each clustering run
included training sites from only one local land cover type, the
resulting clusters represented spectral variations of that cover
type (spectral clusters). The means, variances and separability
values were used in preliminary evaluation of spectral clusters.
Clusters with large variances, few samples, or unexpected means
C ,a
I
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could be deleted. and low separabilities between clusters indicated
the possible need for combining those clusters. Using program
STA1101T, classification statistics from succeeding clustering
rims were aggregated. The resulting statistics files were
evaluated with separab i lity tables and two-band spectral plots of
the spectral clusters. Possib"le conflicts between clusters of
different cover types were addressed.
A number of small subsets of the Landsat scene, usually .10,000 to
60.000 pixels in size, were used to test the classification
statistics as thew were developed tr ►rough clustering. These test
areas represented a wide variety of land cover conditions and
geographical locations, and included sites in Everett. Port
Townsend, Seattle, Tacoma. Nisquall y/Fort Lewis, 01ympia.
Skykomish. lake Tapps. Renton, McUnt O'Mier, and Wier Prairie.
Many classifications runs on test areas were used as the statistics
file was expanded. Evaluation of the results was used to add.
delete or comhine spectral clusters. An iterative process of
clustering, evaluatin g O atistics, test clAssif ,yin(i, and statistics
editing was used to build a master classification statistics file.
Atter major steps at •1 .1, 50, and 64 spectral clusters in the
statistics file, a final set of 11 clusters was selected for
cla^sificO ion of the entire Landsat scene (See Figure 4.2.11.
irhe final classification run and all test classifications were
done using program FASTCLAS. This program p ocesses the data
through a 4-dimensional parallelpiped decision-array corresponding
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Figure 4.2.1: Clusters Plotted by Means and Standard Deviation
for Red Color (Band 2) and Color Infrared (Band 4).
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to the means from the classification statistics file and analyst
specii,-c decision boundaries (standard deviation values).
If a pixel falls outside the decision boundaries for all classes,
it is assi gned to the unknown Mass. A pixel that falls within
the decision space for more than one class is resolved by a
Bayesian maximum likelihood algorithm. Because of record length
restrictions in temporary storage, it was necessary to split the
scene into two parts and mosaic them together after each was
classified. The classification of all the data (8,949,000 pixels)
was done on the Amdahl 47048 at WSUCSC in 22 minutes and 50
seconds of CPU time at a cost of $866.
4.2.2	 Stratification
A tape of the classified image (71 spectral classes) was taken
to the Interactive Image Processing Lab, then located in Olympia,
for viewing on the color display system. Some problems were
noted during the development of the classification statistics,
and it was anticipated that stratification of the classified 	 I
image would be necessary. The major problem was one of confusion
between sc:e bare ground and rock classes and certain commercial
or residential classes. Viewing on the color display was used
to analyze the extent and location of problem areas, and to
facilitate ,hl, placement of the stratification boundaries. Five
geographic strata — urban, rural, agricultural, dry prairie, and
mountain — were mapped at a scale of 1:250,000. The strata
boundaries were digitized on the Altec digitizer at the University
of Washington Academic Computer Center and transferred on tape
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to WCUCSC. the strata houndal • tes were then registered to the
classified image and scribed unto a nmtching blank inm4e. All
pixels ill
	
polygon represe-tinq A particular st rata were
coded so that a unique value represented each o° the tive
strata, By overlayinq the classified initltle and the strata
polygon inlatle, rat h o f the 71 speih'A1 t lasses could he assigned
to the proper land cover class for etch strata.	 Ill 	 stratified
output image, piwis were assigned to one of 34 land cover
ilasses (see I igur • e 4•.'..'),
l.. . . l	 hegi%tratioil
the tinal ta%K was ret)isterlr,g the stratified iI Ass ification to a
11TM lit- id.	 l iepolnt . here selet ted by lnspek tins l i ►leprinter
output, aerial it lit , tos. maps. and t li t, ir • ima g e lint' and s.lnlpIv and
torresvilkling 111M coo ► 'dinate l^ were recorded. A total of ?3
pt , 111ts. diNtr IN1ted over the inl,%g0. were St, It, t •_i,	 IIFCUNM. A
VICAR tIepoilit form.1ttIIlk] pl'et)l'ant. W,1 1; U%t`ti t 	 i0M,t `1 't tllt`
selet ted t It` Ih t lrlts to .1 l'etlul,II' tll'id 0f points to he u ••ed for
registration.	 Protll'.tln 1 ,161 Om was evllployed to resanlple the classified
ima ge to the new projection. MM registered 'ma g es were produced
in two forms.	 The first wa y an 01,10e with 57 meter squal'l l 1)iXeI`:
t0 he u`t`d 011 CO1o1- diNp1Ay SYSte111$ Alld fell' 1) I lk) 	 pl'oduit-,.	 iht,
second was an imatle with a pi\t , l size of 76.4' X 60.96 meters
ialc r.l'dted <o that ,1 1 ineprinter output of 111 characters per inch
and A lines per 1nth would have A %rAle of 1::4.01111.
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5.0	 VERIFICATION OF LANOSAT CLASSIFICATION
	
5.1	 Ty es of Tests
To err is human.... The possibilities for human error are always
present, regardless of how sophisticated a system becomes, In
fact, it is possible to postulate that a " point of diminishing returns"
may be reached in the pursuit of more sophistication, i.e, the more
sophisticated method may be poor understood and applied wrongly. We
have set up to tests. One is accuracy and the other is validity.
	
5.1.1	 Accuracy and Types of Errors
We want to verify the accuracy of a land cover classification. What
kinds of errors could we make?
1. Is the assigned class the right one? If we have assigned the
wrong class, we have committed an error. This error is an error
of commission. Coversely, we should have given the area a class
assignment which we have omitted. We have an error of omission.
too. Since we do not want to double count our errors, it is necessary
to decide whether we will count errors of commission or omission.
2. Is the location of the class right? In this case we have
placed the information on the map in the wrong location; this is
an error of placement. Errors of placement are human errors that
occur randomly.
A more general view of the same type of error may be the lack of 	 I
alignment of two different map projections. The latter gives us an
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error of registration, which may apply to many points in the map and
be explainable or even correctable with an algorithm.
3. Is the control right? Is the "ground truth" true? These two
questions are the same. If a person is sent to the field to look
at a pixel, how confident can we be that the right pixel was found?
How confident can we be that the right interpretation of the land cover
was made? How confident can we be that the interpretation was
recorded accurately? If wa used photointerpretation as a control,
do we have all the possibilities of errors of commission and of
omission as in the digital classification, which we have set out to
test? Would it be likely that errors of placement and errors of
registration were also present? The answer to all of these questions
is "yes."
At best all we can say of our comparison of a diqital l and cover
classification and a photointerpreted control is that a high level
of correlation exists between the two. It is not possible to
say that one is right and the other is wrong.
5.1.2	 Validity and Logic
Another problem is the one of validity. The logic of the process
is at stake in this inquiry. We want to defend the product as
valid.
1. Is the classification appro prite to the task assigned? In
this situation, we want to know whether the particular classes have
meaning as an informational product in a decision-making setting.
In designing the classification, we have identified certain features
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of the surface for which we would like to have areal measurements.
Thus, we aree±rtinent.
Because an area of the surface is involved, we must generalize several
objects into a land cover class. Photointerpreting certain objects
and their assoJ ations leads us to conclude that the class assigned
is the right one and no other. We have generalized while satisfying
the test of mutual exclusiveness between classes.
2. Does the classification represent reality? Yes, if the final
classification represents the continuous surface of data that 'is
observable. If the classes are so general that vital information
has been'd pleted, this error of omission produces arbitrary results.
If the mapping unit is so large that assigning one class or another
could be decided by the flip of a coin, or the statistical sets
are so overlapping thet probability is used frequently to decide
which class is assigned, ambivaler.:e between classes may be present.
5.1.3	 Why We Verify
It is vital that the Landsat products be verified. Verification is
a responsibility that a new technology bears, regardless of the lack
of it in traditional information sources. The task is not easy in
the face of several methods with no consensus of which way is right.
Further, the statistical demands of cinfidence levels and sampling are
not easily s,.tisfied for most user agencies. In the case of a
demonstration like the 1980 Land Corer for the Puget Sound Region,
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it is necessary that the task be undertaken.
	
5.2	 Verification Method
	5.2.1
	 Pixel Group Samples
Sampling of pixels groups is the selected method for our verification
of the full classified scene. We sought 200 samples in the classified
area, and each sample contained 12 pixels. Every effort was made to
find a specific point on the ground which represented the upper left
hand corner of the cluster on the IISGS 1:100,000 maps. The same
point in the U-2 photography and in the lineprinter output at 1:24,000
was sought.
The sample is small in that the final number of samples is only
203. The area represented by the samples is 7 acres. The area
classified contained approximately 7.2 X 10  acres. Therefore this
is only a .02% sample.
	
5.2.2	 Photointerpretation of the Control
The photointerpretation of the samples was an involved task
conducted by Ms. Malgorzata Mycke-Dominko of the Polish Remote
Sensing Center in Warsaw. As a part of her experience on an exchange
between the University of Warsaw and the University of Washington
she completed the photointerpretat i on o f the samples. her salary
was outside of the NASA Agreement and her assistance was most
appreciated.
I
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5.2.2.1	 Alignment of Maps and Photos
The points in the sample were located for 375 random kilometer
intersections on the 1:100.000 maps. A transparent overlay with
10-kilometer UTM grid intersections was positioned using the 10-km
ticks on the maps. A sliding one-kilometer grid was used to identify
and pin prick the point. The larger number of samples than those
sought was a function of the declination of the Landsat image to
no,'th creating a background area. A Minitab random integer sampling
routine was used to sample all possible one-kilometer grid intersec-
tions.
The U-2 photography and the maps were aligned usinq an optical
transfer scope. The area in the cluster approximates 7 acres.
The land cover was recorded in a Level I classification by drawing
choropleths on an enlarged square representinq the cluster.
	
5.2.3	 Location of the Samples in Lineprinter Maps
	
5.2.3.1	 Translation of LiTM Coordinates to Line and Column Coordinates
The pixel in the upper left hand corner of the resampled
classification was found using a routine that translates Universal
Transverse Mercator map coordinates into the p ixel scan line and
sample coordinates. T'e residuals in the translation were small
enough to expect that the scan line and samples were in error by
less than one pixel.
	
5.2.3.2	 Pixel and Cluster Alignment
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The center of the pixel was judged to be the same location as the
pin hole in the map. The photointerpreted cell is shown in
Figure 5.2.3.2. Also shown in the drawing of the cell is the grid
representing all the pixels and their individual vote shares.
The vote share was used to deride the class of the photointerpreted
cell as represented in the Landsat classification.
Figure 5.2.3.2: Cluster of Pixels in a Sample
	5.2.4	 Objective Rules for Comparison
	
5.2.4.1	 Assumptions
Rules were written to )bjectify the comparison of the photointer-
pretation and the Land:, at classification based on the following
assumptions:
1. The photointerpreter used the same ten classes that were
used in the digital classification. 	 The eleventh class in
the Landsat classification was "unclassified."
2. The photointerpreter and the Landsat classifier agreed on
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the pa r ticulars of the land cover signatures.
3. The center of the pixel in line and sample coordinates is the
upper left hand corner of the phctointerpretation cell.
4. The sample is a three by four matrix of pixels as shown in
Figure 5.2.3.2.
5. Pixel location is within one pixel in line and sample.
	
5.2.4.2	 Four Rules
The rules are:
1.	 If any pixels are classified as clouds in the sample the
whole sample is discarded. An exception is allow?d in the
Mt. Rainier area where snow was expected to occur and no
clouds were expected.
2. Dominant class is determined by a pluralistic decision.
a. In the photointerpretatioa the dominant class is the
larg est class in the cell.
b. In the lineprinter sample the most vote is the dominant
class. The vote shares are shown in Figure 5.2.3.2
and the total count is 6.
3. A sample is "mixed" if no decision can be made. Less than
33. in any one class is a case with less than 2 votes for a
class and the result being a "mixed sample.
4. Shadow associated with conifer is alsu conifer.
	
5.2.5	 Sample Size
	
5.2.5.1	 Random Sample
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Figure 5.2.5.2• Map of the Cluster Sampl es
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The overall verification of the Landsat classification was done with
a random sample of 12-pixel clusters. As described earlier, an
integer random sampling routine was used to select the sample
locations from among all possible one-kilometer grid irtersertions,
See 5.2.2.1. Minitab's routine includes replacement of the number
selected in the sample. The number of samples taken was 375 to
allow for background area and clouds. It was estimated that the
remaining samples in the classified area would he large enough to
provide a confidence .imit of 95 for the accuracy objective of 85%.
	
5.2.5.2	 Location of the Cluster Samples
The sample is shown in Fi gure 5.2.5.2 in the grid layout of the
1:100,000 scale map series. Only the samples falling inside of
the classified area (203) are shown. The approximate extent of
the cloud cover is also shown.
	
5.2.5.3	 Equation for Sample Sire
`	 The sample size was checked by using the equations in the
Fitzpatrick-Lens paper (USGS Circular 829). The formula is
as follows:
4pq
N - ^-
E
when:
N	 number of samples	 q = 100-h
p = percent of accuracy	 E	 aIIowable orl'or•
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	5.2.5.4	 Allowable Error
Allowable error is based on the scale of the maps being used.
In this case, we accepted 2.5",. error above and below the percent
of accuracy in the sample:
E = 2 X 2.5 = 5
Had an allowable error of 2", been used as found in the Fitzpatrick-
Lins report. three hundred fifteen (315) samples would be required.
	
5.2.6	 Corfidence Limit
A 95 percent one-tailed lower confidence limit for a binomial
distribution was found by using the Fitzpatrick-tins fo ►•mula as
follows:
p = 0 -
	
1.645	 pq/n + 50/n
where:
p - accuracy of the classification - percent.
p = accuracy of the sample - percent.
q a 100-p
n = sample size
The number of correct samples was one hundred ninety (190) of
two hundred three (?03) or:
p =93.596
q - 6.404
p - 90.523
- `S
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	5.2.7	 1 eve 	 1 l'lasOficat it)n for Over • aI l Verification
The mumt ,er of samples that are Correct is only tilt Mart of
dtScribinq the results.	 In I ible 5.2.8. the photoi tit ertrrvt,lt ion
is compared to the Iankisat clASsification in a contingency
table or a "truth" table,	 the tell cl,isses of tilt photointer-
	 I
pretation are not strictly a Level 1 cla-^eificstion As defined ht
Anderson.	 It w0u 1 d rtqu i re a p t ra t i f i ed .,Clip 1 e to ver ify the
smaller classes,	 If all the ur • h,ln and huIIt -ult classes Wert,
91 ,001,0,1 ,Ind all tilt forests ware ,jrruped it tYeuId Ilk, t 0l fill iflatr
the lived for a stratified sample, The overaI I percentade correct
woLIId he higher if a strict Ievel 1 classific ation were u:ed,
Rut tilt` , , thject Ive et' the project w,l ,^ to repl icate tilt` 10's
1Yt t 1'1, ;IIId st`t lip tilt` I I1'0S1)et't i, r l' chalhle` ,iI , tt`etit1 11.	 ihll .^, tilt`
cla<^11 i,at loll deveIol led by tllt` aUellk ie l, WAS u.'t`d.
;t	 i011tinytncy 1.010
A contin g ency tat , lr was art up to compare the phtl it) i fit e ► 'llret,ltitn
to ttlt` 1,1ukmt ,i,1 -,"It1CAtit'll ti ll A c1,1'^% by cl,1 .^S ba <1S.	 the
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Puget Sound Region.
Raw Data
Pixel size: 57 by 57 meters
Pixel count:	 10 X 106
Classified Land Cover
Pixel size: 61 by 76 meters = 0.802 acres
Pixel count: 6,259,482
Cloud cover: 690,285
Cloud cover: 12,39%
Pixel count less cloud count: 5,569,197
Number of samples: 203
Acres per sample: 7
Acres of scene (cloud free): 4,469,109
Area of all samples: 975 acres
Size of sample: 0.02%
Lineprinter scale (10 cpi X 8 1pi) = 1:24,000
	
5.3	 Mountain Conifer Field Sury
	
5.3.1	 Summary
This task was carried out cooperatively with the Washington
State Game Department. The land cover classification contained
six spectral classes (out of 71 total) which represented conifer
forest. The six classes were distributed over a rough continuum
of old to young conifer forest. The objectives were to test the
accuracy of the conifer class in general, and to collect detailed
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field data to correlate specific conifer community types with each
spectral class.
5.3.2	 Methodology
Large blocks of the land cover classification were output on a
linepriner at a scale of 1:24,000. Areas for printing were
selected by inspecting conifer forest on aerial photos. Areas
selected were Mt. Rainier, Deception Pass and Surprise Creek
(Alpine Lakes Wilderness), Skykomish (Beckler River), Carbonado,
Hood Canal (Mt. Walker), and Sumner. Sites for field visits were
identified by picking large blocks of pixels (50 or more of the
desired class) in areas of reasonable access. The initial goal
was to visit at least 5 sites of each of the 6 spectral classes.
More sites were selected later to collect additional data for some
classes. At the conclusion of the field effort, 56 sites had been
visited distributed among the spectral classes as follows: Class
#56 — 5 sites; Class # 4 — 7 sites; Class # 5 — 16 sites;
Class # 6 — 11 sites; Class # 7 — 8 sites; Class # 8 — 9 sites.
The locations of tie sites were transferred to 1:24,000 topographic
maps. An observer visited each site in the field using the line-
printer map am the topographic map for navigation. Typical data
for each site collected in the field is shown on the sample data
sheet, Figure 5.3.1.
I
i
t
5.3.3	 Results
All sites were successfully located in the field and were reverified
....0 11
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Figure 5.3.1: Sample Field Data Sheet
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100% as being conifer forest. Results are tabulated in Table
5.3.2. As expected, spectral C l asses # 56 and # 4 were old growth
stands and included both climax hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) and
old growth Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) forests. There
was little difference between Classes # 56 and # 4 except that
Class # 56 appears to be found on north facing slopes indicating a
more shadowed spectral response. These two classes are also
found to a limited extent at 3,500 to 5,000 feet indicating
subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa)/mountain hemlock (Tsuga
mertensiana) stands. A dichotomous breakdown was observed in
Classes # 5, # 6, # 7. The difference between managed and natural
stands in terms of physical stand parameters as shown in Figure
5.3.2 is striking, but spectrally the two types are very similar.
Ab.,ve 3500 feet, which is above nearly all managed Brands, Classes
# 5, # 6, # 7 and # 8 represent subalpine forests of mountain
hemlock and subalpine fir. Class # 5 (older, larger trees) and
Class # 8 (younger, smaller trees) ire at the ends of a contirlium
of subalpine forest conditions. Class # 8 is rare in these high
altitude stands. Below 2000 feet, Classes # 54 8 nearly always
represent second growth, managed stands of Douglas-fir, with a
progression to younger stands moving from Class # 5 to Class # 8.
Between 2000 feet and 3500 feet, Classes # 5 through # 7 can
represent either natural fir/hemlock forests (Abies amabillis/
Tsuga heterophylla) or managed stands of second growth Douglas-fir.
In large areas covered by the Landsat classification, the spectral
separation alone will not yield the level of information needed
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for applications such as detailed wildlife habitat management.
Other layers of information to refine the classification are needed, 	 1
and it appears that physical data such as slope, aspect and elevation
would not be sufficient. Years of harvesting and forest
regeneration have disrupted the natural patterns of forest communities
over large areas. Along with elevation, an information layer
that connects forest management practices to the land is needed.
Currently, a mapping of ownerships and/or management agencies is
under consid:ration for use as one layer to refine the classification.
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5.4	 Urban Comparison of 1975 and 1979 Classifications
	
5.4.1	 Selection of Window: Renton Area, South King County, Washington.
Because of the analyst's familiarity with area and because the
area is known to have undergone change over the four year period,
Renton was selected. The final window size is more than large
enough to accomodate all o f Renton's borders and planning area.
Actually, it is large enough to include several lakes so that
geographic location can easily be found.
	
5.4.2
	
Common Classifications of Land Cover for 1975 and 1979
Classification categories were reduced to approximately Level I
categories. This reduction was done to enable distinction of
change categories. The resulting 8 X 8 classes leave 64 possible
change categories. The original 34 X 52 categories would have
been untenable. Alsc Level I is approp r iate, considering the
resolution of Landsat. The final classes are:
1. Unclassified
2. Barren
3. Water
4. Wetlands
5. Woods-forest
6. Open (agriculture, grass, etc)
7. Residential
8. Commercial (including 1975 pavement class)
	5.4.3	 Registration
Because the 1975 image was registered to USGS quads, we chose to
register the 1979 to the 1975 image. At the time the 1979
was unregistered, but it was stratified. The methcdo'ogy was to.
select a number of tie points, from both images. Care was taken
to insure that the same pixels, representing the same lscatluns,
were selected, we used Vicar programs TECONM and MGEOM for this
processing. MGEOM is appropriate for this task as it has the
option of using only nearest neighbor for assigning pixels to
their new positi Ans, which must be done when one is using a
classified image.
This process took three iterations to reduce the residuals,
to less than 1 pixel.
Also, note that tiepoints were selected from a larger window
than the final 164 lines X 220 samples window, to avoid possible
problems with distortions around the edges of the window.
	
5.4.4	 Image Superimposition
Once the images were registered, a smaller window was cut to
encompass the greater Renton area north from Angle Lake, encom-
passing the southern tip of Mercer Island, east to a point that
allowed the intersection with a line drawn north from Lake
Youngs, with the southern boundary connecting Angle Lake to
Lake Youngs.	 I
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that are listed as 'no change,' probably a
C lilt
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Thee It was i simple matter to use F2 to add the 1979 to the
1975 and come out with distinct classes of change. For example,
class 22 on the image indicates that there was no change--that
both classifications show the same class. (WATER-WATER) Class
31 shows a change from class 3 to class 1.
	
5.4.5	 Interpretation
Obviously, some chanyes would seem illogical at the outset,
e.g., a barren pixel to forest. In the present aggregated
HISTOGRAM from, there is no -efe-2nce to the geographic location
of the individual pixels; conclusions should be preliminary until
the process of verification by comparison with ground truth is
completed. There are several distinct possibilities:
(1) For those that show no change, both could be wrong.
(2) For those th3': show change, either or both could be
wrong, i.e., a water 1975 may actually be land, and su
the land class in 1979 is correct. Also, it may be
seen that both were wrong and that it was setland.
	
5.4.6	 Histogram Comparisons
A histogram produced and all changed classes were stretched to
class zero (0). 	 Class 0 comprises 41.7' of all the pixels.
That is, about 42% of the pixels in this area are shown to have
undergone some sort of change.	 (See Figure 5.1.6.)
ThPrP will hP snme Prrnrs of omission or commission in the 58%
116
percentage. The 12% changed pixels surely can't all be wrong.
The study is not yet verified. The purpose of Mr. Kerry Brooks'
in his masters thesis is to separate error from change.
i
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Figure 5.4.6: Histogram Showing the Percentage Comparison of
1975 and 1979 Land Cover Classifications (Level I)
in Renton, Washington
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BB 2143 3.+45	 ...........................
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6.0	 PRODUCTS
	
6.1	 Census Tract Tabulations
A meaningful summary of Landsat land cover information for local
agency use is by census tract. Early unavailability and later
time and budget limitations prevented the use of 1980 census tract
files. fhe 1980 tract boundaries were available at the completion
of this project; and it is hoped that land cover summaries will be
completed at some future date, with cooperative efforts from local
governments. The 1970 census tract boundaries were available in
image format for King County and Snohomish County. Work was
concentrated on sunmarizing the 1979 local cover in the 1970
census tracts for King County.
6.1.1	 Methodology
Tne 1970 census tracts were available in halfword image format 	 I
with 60 meter pixels. Each census tract in the image had a unique
density number, which could be related to its tract number through
a centermatch file. The 1979 land cover image was overlayed on
the 1970 census tract image using programs TIECONM and MGEOM in
an image to image registration process. The census tract image
was 'hen overlayed on the land cover image using program POLYOVLY,
and land cover tallies by census tract were output to an interface
file. For King County, 1.2 million pixels were tallied into 247
census tracts. The eastern portion of the county, roughly
corresponding to federal ownership was not included. IBIS programs
119
ROWOP, SORT, ME, AGGRG. TRANSCOL, ZIPCOL2 and REPORT. were used
to manipulate the interface file to Produce a report of land cover
acreages and percentages by census tract. A census tract summary
report is found in Appendix D.
6.1..'	 Analysis
An analysis and comparison of the 1975 land cover tally and the
1979 land cover tall y for the 1970 census tracts was undertaken.
Ili a comparison. a number of differences between 1979 and 1975
wore roted. It was anticipated that in addition to change,
differences could he caused by factors such as differing analysis
techniques. different software, analyst interpretation of land
cover class definitions. analyst background and knowledge of the
area. and "tratification strategy.
Changes in the amount of urban land cover in ling County l ensu<
tracts from 1975 to 1979 were analyzed by grouping the census
tracts into city (Seattle), urbanized county. and rural county
groups. the total acreage of urban land covet- was sulmled for all
tracts in each of the groups for 1975 and 1979. A hase ratio of
1919/75 urbanized acreage ratio for each individual tract was
i onlpa ►'t'd t l t hr bd>t' ratio tilt , the overall Troup of tracts. Census
tracts haling the highest individual 1979/197 1, ratio compared to
their hase ratio indicattX1 where the most chantle had occurred.
The l i V of `ea t t It, shrwed 0111 v 'wm 1 1 Merl t'llt alert' l hallge 111 a few
census tracts which could have been caused b y +actors other than
120
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actual change. The most significant increase in urban land cover
occurred in tract 249, the Newport section of Bellevue. A large
increase in commercial acreage occurred in the Kent Valley, notably
in tracts 259, 283, and 292. Other areas showing signigicant gains
in urban cover were tracts 219, 221, 222, 228 (Juanita-Redmond),
234 (Lake Hills), 255, 256, 257, 258, 259 (Renton), 294 (Kent),
335, 306, 307, 308, 309 (Auburn), 278, 287, 288, 289, 290 (Des
Moines) and 300, 302, 303 (Federal Way).
6.2	 Availablt Ddta at WSUCSC
Contact RS.AL or WSU for tape volume information for the following
data:
1. Interface file for 1970 census tracts and 1979 land cover
in King County.
2. 71 spectral classes in unregistered format (HOM projection)
3. 34 land cover classes, UTM registered, square pixel
(57 X 57 m) used for color display.
4. 34 land cover classes, UTM registered, rectangular pixel
(76.2 m X 60,96 m), used for lineprinter output at 1:24,000 	 .
(81pi X 10cpi)
i
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Appendix A.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGIONAL COMMISSION
LAND RESOURCES INVENTORY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
CENTRAL PUGET SOUND URBAN LAND INVENTORY
DEMONSTRATION PLAN
User Agencies:
Washington State Office of Community Development
Puget Sound Council of Governments
Snohomish County Planning Department
King County Department of Budget E Program P!anning
Pierce County Planning Department
Tacoma Planning Department
Thurston Regional Planning Council
Kitsap County
Mason Regional Planning Council
Jefferson-Port Townsend Regional Council
Additional Participant:
University of Washington
Remote Sensing Applications Laboratory
October 1976
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INTRODUCTION
Initial discussions with potential land resource management agencies in the
Puget Sound region revealed a broad distribution of interests and information
needs. These needs included land use classification (cover type), delimitation
of urbanized areas, analysis of change at the urban fringe, identification of
non-urban land within the urban area, location and measurement of disturbed
land, input for river basin management modeling and examination of land/water
surfaces. Further discussions have sifted this broad spectrum of issues and
focused on the immediate need for a useable and repetetive system for obtaining
land use data. State and local governments are faced with the growing issues
of land use management. Federal statutes require better information; state
requirements either already require better information or will in the near future;
and there is a consensus that better, quicker, and more efficient ways of
collecting basic land-use information must be developed.
Following is a descriptive outline of a cooperative demonstration between the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) , and a number of state, regional and local agencies in the State of Washington.
This demonstration has the goal of exploring the technology of remote sensing
and its potential as a source of needed planning information in the ertire Puget
Sound urban region.
OBJECTIVE
The primary objective of this demonstration is to test the feasibility and cost-
effectiveness of providing a wide variety of users with pertinent, timely,
S.
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land use information using remote sensing and computer-aided analysis of
remote sensing data. A major component of the demonstration is the training
of user personel in the analysis techniques necessary to extract useful
information from multi-spectral data. Personnel from involved agencies are
working with Landsat data and aerial imagery provided by NASA and USGS;
training in data and equipment handling is provided at the installations of those
two federal agencies and will enable users in the Puget Sound region to
continue using Landsat and other data operationally after the completion of the
project, should it prove feasible.
The study area within Washington is approximately 8,000 square miles (22,000km2)
within a rectangle bounded by 48 0 20' N, 1230 15' W, 46045' S, 121 0 15' E.
This area includes all or portions of nine counties containing over sixty percent
of the state's population as of April 1, 1975.
USER EXPECTATIONS
Washington State Office of Community Development (OCD)
OCD's primary interest is in the demonstrated production of useable land use
data by remote sensing for three purposes:
1 .	 Development of a statewide land use data system. The requirements of
this system dictate that land use data be consistent statewide, repre-
sentative of a cost-effective means of acquiring data, adaptable for
In addition to the actual production of data, OCD has a primary it
exploring the possibility of developing an information system for
data and	 interacting with data from other sources. This aeti\
emphasized during later phases of the demonstration (not covere
Puget Suund Council of Governments (PSCOG)
PSCOG is updating the Regional Development Plan (RDP) for the
Sound Region. Three distinct uses of Landsat data are envisions
1 . The p rimary use will be to provide a base for updating t
component of the RDP from the existing data. The land i
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joining with other data and repeatable )ver time.
2. Assistance to local units of government in meeting their planning and
resource management responsibilities by providing information and
technical services. While recognizing the possibility of satisfying state
information needs with general information, there is a commitment to
meeting local information needs at the same time. This will require
that OCD coordinate the various local users in order to develop the
most effective and efficient demonstration project.
3. Inventory state renewable resources. As part of the statewide land use
data system, OCD would like to use remotely sensed data to develop an
inventory of agricultural, forest, and other open space lands. Such
lands are currently gathering statewide zttention in policy formulation
at the state and local levels.
{ .
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conform to PSCOG's activity allocation model cells (based upon census
tracts) for compatibility with current data and with current and
proposed modeling efforts.
2. While the heavy burden for data rests with item (1), an equally
important need is for graphic representation of the "urban form" of
the region. This will be primarily used for public presentations and,
especially, in discussions with local elected officials. It is particularly
important to be able to communicate effectively and quickly with these
officials who constitue the policy body of the Council.
3. PSCOG also expects Landsat data, in conjunction with conventional
imagery, to provide information on ground cover for Section 208
(Federal Water Pollution Control Act) water quality management planning
purposes, enabling the is antification of areas with high surface water
runoff potential, for examp:e.
Snohomish County Planning Department
This county anticipates that the information derived from Landsat will be used
in at least three ways:
1 . The data will serve both as a primary base for natural system
components and as a fine-screened data source for land use information.
It will be used in automating the county's data base collecting and
coding pr cess. This data base provides the basic source of information
for modeling and for the county's usual or special purpose planning
program.
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2. Provide an improved efficiency in correlating storm water runoff
potential with the use of insecticides, fertilizers and clearing practices.
The county is using computer models to conduct this analysis through
its Water Quality Planning Program under Section 208 of the Water
Pollution Control Act.
3. Finally, the county intends to use the information from Landsat in the
land use planning implementation program. Eleven area comprehensive
plans are currently maintained and require regular updating and
emending. Current data is needed. Data is also required to prepare
environmental impact statements or otherwise process permit applications
and enforce the zoning ordinance. Demonstration data can fulfill some
of the information needs for these programs.
King County
When it joined the demonstration, King County had three immediate uses for
the Landsat data:
1 . Incorporation into the existing information system. This is a manually-
maintained series of overlays with forty variables relating to natural
systems, transportation, demographic and economic factors. Specifically,
the data would be used to update existing information (forest cover
being one specific element) . The system is the primary information
tool for addressing a wide range of policy issues within the decision-
making structure of the Department of Budget and Program Planning.
A-6
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2. Uodating existl -g land use data maintained on ;.:4,000 scale maps
derived from USGS quad Sheets. This information would be shared
with major suburban cities within the county for evaluation of land
cover and urban area delimitation policies.
3. The major planning occurring within the county is in response to the
Section 208 water quality management planning requirements. The
current River Basin studies and modeling are integral parts of this
effort. Statistical summaries of acreages by land cover type for drainage
basins would provide a needed data element for both activities.
King County's present work program has de-emphasized the use of large-scale
data in favor of community data for small area planning. Consequently, the
county's participation in the demonstration ha:, been reduced. It will, however,
use what data and information are developed by the PSCOG for the area of King
County.
Pierce County Planning Department
Pierce County has recently joined the demonstration project. Its expectations
for the use of Landsat data are:
1 . Production of uniform sets of data for the development of ecological plans.
These plans require, among other thing, a data inventory of natural
science factors (e.g., geology, soils, hydrology, vegetation, etc.),
socio-economic data. and land use data. The planners are seeking to
relate data sets among the above factors in order to define and quantify
relationsh ; ps that would allow a.) evaluation of the effect of development
on environmental quality.
OR;G'NAL P4Gc l.1
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2. Provide a commonly formatcd data base allowing interacti-)n with the
City of Tacoma's planning function. Landsat data will be used by both
Tacoma and Pierce County.
City of Tacoma Pl,mnincq Department
The City of Tacoma has also recently jointed the project. Four general uses
of the Landsat data are expucted
1 .	 Assisting in :he verification of land use for Tacoma and Pierce County
in conjunction with the Pierce County Planning Department.
Establish a Tacoma Land Use Data Lase usinig remote sensing data from
Landsat. This will include verification of land cover classifications
related to detailed land use v%ithin the city.
3. Utilize remotely sensed data to monitor land use change.
4. Deo-nstrate the use of an interactive graphics terminal in displaying
remot e ly sensed data in a local governmental environment.
This last interest relates to the efforts of Tacoma and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) to transfer and demonstrate JPL's LUMIS/M • LUS land information system
io Tacoma (separate from the PN%V Project demonstration) .
Tf urston Regional Planning Council (TRPC)
TI:PC exFccis to ubtain:
1 .	 Land cover classification information relevant to a current program of
developing comprehensive plans for sub-areas of the county. Land use
ORIGINAL P..G- M,
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information is necessary to the program. The resource inventory
capabilities of this data are of interest, specifically, examining the
!units to obtaining the maximum amount of information possible for
both human and natural systems.
1	 2. The training of personnel will allow better evaluation of remote sensing
I products and methodology for its relevance and cost-effectiveness in
meeting planning information needs. This will improve the agency's
ability to use such information.
Kitsap COUnly
Landsat data may help this county in the following ways:
1 . Kitsap County, along with Jeffersor and Mason Counties, is faced with
planning for and m-inaging the impact and growth generated by the siting
of the Trident Submarine Support Facility in Kitsap County. Current
planning strategy requires the ability to monitor growth and development
over relatively short-time intervals. Landsat capabil i ty potentially offers
a means for effectively and efficiently meeting this need.
2. Kitsap County also wishes to update its natural resource inventory and
expects Landsat data to allow the determination of resource location at
the census t.-act level of aggregation.
Mason Regional Planning COUncil
Mason County also faces the impact of the Trident Submarine Support Facility,
located in Kitsap County. As with the previous user, the planning staff is limited
CP. 21NAL PPAE 13
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and !retched ov.:r a '.-oad range of activities. Within the framework, two
primary uses are anticipated for the data:
1. As a means to monitor rapid, Tri6 nt-reiatcd growth and development in
the northeastern portion of the county.
2. For updat , np and reining the county land use map and establishing a
baseline land use data file. This relates directly to the initial efforts
to update the eight-year-old comprehensive plan.
Jefferson-Port Townsend Regional CcunciI
Jefferson County and the City of Port 'Townsend, working together as a Regional
t_:)uncil, are initiating an accelerated planning program to respond to the expected
impact of the Trident Submarine Support Facility. Here, as in the preceding cases,
the ability to monitor change over a specific time interval is critical. The data
will be used:
1 . Asa basic data input to developing (or updating) city, county, and
regional comprehensive plans. This will include the Shoreline Master
Programs for both the city and the county.
2. As a means for monitoring Trident-related growth
3. As support for the implementation of new land development ordinances.
4. As an information baFe for making policy recommendations and decisions
concerning specific development projects.
University of Washington
The Remuw Sensing Applications Laboratory (RSAL) , while not a user in the
A-10
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normal sense, is an integral part of securing a fair test of the technology within
the existing institutional framework with the State of Washington. RSAL will
serve as a resource to demonstration users within the Central Puget Sound region,
providing both equipment and technical assistance. It is expected that the
demonstration study will allow the identification of useful additions to the inventory
of hardware availble through RSAL.
OUTPUT PRODUCTS
	 i
All of the participating agencies will receive the following data products for
the entire test area:
I .	 Preliminary Analysis - 1974 Landsat data
1 . Line-printer maps, 1: 24, 000 scale
i
2. Color-coded map, 1: 100, 000 scale
II . Change - detection analysis, 1974-1975
III . Evaluation and documentation
In addition, each of the agencies will receive specific unique data products for
the test area ir.compassing its political boundaries, for both 1974 and 1975 Landsat
data. T:^ese unique data products are listed in Charts 1 and 2. The Office of
Community Development (OCD) will receive duplicates of all of the unique data
products.
1
The suggested classification categories for all users are listed below:
	 I
l
r
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LEVEL[	 LEVEL II
Urban or Built-up	 Clear Water
Agricultural	 Sedimented Water
Forest	 Wetlands
Water	 Residential
Wetland	 Cropland
Barren Land	 Pasture/Grass Land
(Snow)	 Conifer
Dedidous
Disturbed Land
Bare Ground
Commercial/ Industrial
Pavement
Mobile Home Park
Snow
Regrowth
RESPONSiBI LITIES
NASA and IJSGS
NASA and USGS will have the primary responsibility for:
1 . Providing satellite multi-spectral data and U-2 imagery.
2. Completion of di g ital processing of satellite data and providing
training in digital analysis techniques.
3. Assistance in statistical design and analysis, and providing training
in statistical methcdology as appropriate.
4. Documentation of analysis techniques, demonstration results, and the
costs associated with products.
-•c - ^. al
I
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1	 User Aqencies
The user agencies will assume the primary responsibility for:
1 . Arranging for participation of L:eir personnel to receive training in
analysis techniques.
2. Providing ground truth for classification including identification of
classifications and identification of test plots.
3. Use and evaluation of the products produced including an overall
evaluation near the completion of the demonstration.
PERSONNEL AND RUDGET ALLOCATIONS
The user agencies will provide the following resources i- connection with this
demonstration.
Office of Community Development
Up to one-half staff persons over the period covered by this plan. This will be
provided by two persons from the Community manning Division.
Puget Sound Council of Governments
Jefferson-Port To%vnsend
Three staff months over the period covered by the plan.
	 `
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King County
Six staff months through September 1976.
hitsap County
Mason County
Twenty percent of one staff person through the end of 1975. Futu re contribution
to be determined.
Thurston Count
Up to fifteen percent of one staff person over the period covered by the plan.
Snohomish County
Will support to the extent possible within the constraints of the Planning
Department's yearly budget. This commitment will be further determined based
upon 1) the long-term prospects of the system and ?) the implications of training
staff for utilizing a technique without knowing the long-term functional potential
within Washington State.
Pier ce County
Tacoma
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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Remote Sensing Applications Laboratory (RSAL)
RSAL's commitment is in providing technical assistance and use of the resources
of the laboratory. This includes use of the laboratory facilities (both interpreting
equipment and access to imagery) , as well as staff time of the following:
1 . RSAL Director - 10%
2. Research Assistant/Professor - 20%
3. Research Assistant - 500
SCHEDULE
The Schedule for this demonstration is shown in Chart 3.
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Appendix B.	 Participants	 in the LAP VICAR/IRIS Demonstration Project
h.n,n • All.r.V n..,	 .
hancr Lrabin,ll-Tuunq Lily
	
of	 latu'14 M.-d"II	 A, I%	 BIall.	 9th	 Iloor
Ilanning Ih • pt I.r	 m-A .	 WA	 704117
••irdrn',	 Wood I.Ity	 of	 Idlwlwl M,•du,.I	 At 1 • ,	 111.1,1	 7111	 f loor
Planning Dept Tacoma, WA	 9M402
thaudler fel t King County W 211 Kinq Co.	 fuurthousr
Planninq Seattle,	 kA	 9PI04
%hairun Shinto King County W 711 King Co.	 Courthouse
Planning Seattle, WA	 9004
Lharlrs	 fulnu• , King County W 217 King Co.	 Low thpuse
Planning Seattle, WA	 98104
Don Pethick Puget	 Sound touncil 716	 1st	 Ave.	 S.
of Governments Seattle,	 WA	 gP104
Torn 9vron Puget	 Sound Loun,:il 216	 Ist	 Ave	 ^.
of Governments %edttle. WA	 4N104
do	 I'ilakoq Puget	 :.owed council 216	 1st	 Ave.	 S.
of Sovrrrimrnts Seattle. WA	 98104
`.t r. • 	IUhn City	 of	 Dellevue 1'.V.	 Box	 1161'
Urpt
	
of PLuminq Bellrvul•, WA	 QPf)O4
tat„Irne Berry city	
or
	 Delle.ur 10.	 Bu-	 Ihd:
Dept	 of	 Planning Bellevue. WA	 9NO09
St.- I  Moss City of	 Bellevue P.O.	 Box	 1768
Dept.	 of	 Planning Bellevue, WA	 911009
Mitt Marl Snohunnsh County 5th Iloor Lnunty Admin	 01dq
Planning tverett, NA	 90701
l ennv Riddlrcm„ • Snohomish 0 -oty 5th Floor County Admin. 	 Nldq
Planning tverett, WA	 98701
14 •nisr	 Irllo Snohwnlsh Count y 5th floor Count y Adin-	 Bldq
Planning tverett• WA	 Q8701
firm Wnbr. K.it%do	 lounte 614	 Div1 •.Ion	 '.t
Communit y 	Ile vl'luln 0 . 01 fort	 h„hald.	 WA	 7r•it-f
Pell-	 '— . 1111,on lhurslun Rryr	 r l aoolnq f1wIfil".1
	 -1	 /(Kill	 IaFrStde	 Or 1v 0	',W
Council hl ymgr ta,	 WA	 9M'd,7
Robert 'hompson Thurston Rrq.	 Planning [Ili lldlnq	 -1	 2000 '_dkPSldr Urlve SW
Lduncll OFympid,	 WA	 98K'12
Timothy Koss Mason Regional	 I lanninq P.U.	 Boa	 111E
Shelton, WA	 Q8504
Tim Iit y thum Macon Regional	 Planning P.O.	 Box	 186
Shrltnn, WA	 911584
Larry brewer Wash.	 Dept. of Game P.O.	 Box	 412
Mt.	 Vernon, WA	 40213
ken Id n9, am Western Washingtun Univ Del't.	 of	 Ile091'	 phy
Bellingham, WA	 Q8225
Robe r t Scott Wash.	 Dent.	 of	 Natural Resource
	
Inventory Section
Resources Olympia. WA	 98504
Tim w'rgq Wash	 Uel, 1	 0	 Natur4' Resource	 Inventory Section
Resources Olympia.	 WA	 9P,504
[Fit
	
r.,rfhtnriet Wash	 Dep t	 of Natural Resource	 Inventory Section
Resources Ulynipla,	 WA	 911504
Rpo 10fIdnd Wash	 Pert	 of Iroln ,ly 11.111	 Stop	 PV-11
01 yrgu a , wA	 98504
.Jeff	 I inn Seattle Dept.	 of	 Community 400	 y rsicr bldg.
	
2nd Floor
Development Seattle. WA	 98102
Rob Odle Kirkland Dep t.	 of 210 Main	 Sl.
Community Development Kirkland,
	 WA	 98033
'art	 V  ungtna^ Dept	 of Geography Univ	 of	 Washington
%rattle,	 WA	 98195
.teve	 lanimotu I1rpt.	 o f Computer Science Univ	 of	 Washington
Seattle,	 WA	 411195
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Appendix C. VICAR/IBIS Jobs Requested by Participants in the
LAP VICAR/IBIS Demonstration Project
'.ICAR/IBIS	 Jobs requested by partictnant%
I.	 Lineprinter man output	 (Program Display)
Map Area Partici ant/Agency St udy Purpse
Tulalip	 Indian Larry Brewer/Wash. Forest qrouse
Reservation Dept. of Game habitat
Snohomish Co. Mdtt	 Clark/Snohomish Co. Baseline data	 for
Planning agricultural
chance study
Bellevue Sheila Moss,	 Caroline Berry/ Assess Landsat	 for
Bellevue Planning vacant	 lands
location
Redmond/Kirkland/ Rob Odle/City of Kirkland Assess	 vacant	 lands
Bellevue Steve Cohn/Bellevue and test	 verif-
Planning ication	 routine
Chandler	 felt/
	
King Co.
Planninq
Kirkland Rob Odle/City of Kirkland Pervious surfaces
location
Mims Prairie.
	
Thurston Pete Swennson/Thurston Assess Landsat
Co. Co.	 Planning Spectral	 cluster
accuracy	 for
grasslands
Western Skagit Co. Ken Langran/WOStern h monstrate general
Wdshington Univ. land cover
Hood Canal	 A SW Kitsap Tim Koss/Mason Co. General	 land cover
Peninsula Planning location
Seattle Jeff	 Finn/Seattle Dept.	 of General	 land cover
Community Develo pment for	 use	 in color
displa y experiment
Bellingham S Western Ven Langran/Western Graphics	 technique
Whafconr Co. Watihrngton Univ. in	 IandSat	 land
.	 ,ver maps
Seatt *a All	 agencies Ueaxinstrate mapping
of	 (en%us
	
tract
ho,nddrleS
Report Output Iron, IBIS Interface files
	
(Program Report)
Rr^rort Sub ett
	
Pat tl	 rant%
Agricultural land tally by census	 Matt Clark/Snohomish Co.
tract for Snohomish Co.
	
Planning
General land cover tally by censuS
	 All agenries
tract for central Puget Sound
3. Histograms and Frequency Distribution
Area
Redmond/Kirkland/Bellevue
(Program List)
Participants
Rob Odle/City of Kirkland
Steve Cohn/Bellevue Planning
Chandler Felt/King Co. Planning
Bellingham	 Ken Langran/Western Washington Univ
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APPENDIX D: King County Census Tract Summary
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